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Why Use St-I?
Our concrete frame, with its unique connection, is
the only rigid frame in the world economically
competitive with a steel structure. With all the
advantages of concrete, why use steel?

Amega -The Versatile System ...
Whether your design calls for the basic building
or greater clean spans - extreme clear heights overhead cranes - or other design challenges;
our Amega concrete building systems offer the
economical solution.

When Speed Is Of EHence ...
Amega, with all concrete systems, provides
design/build services for low rise commercial/
office buildings, warehouses, manufacturing
plants, schools, etc. throughout Texas. From
Houston to Mule Shoe, from 10,000 to 1,000,000
square feet - we construct buildings faster than
any comparable system.
Amega, a full service General Contractor, would
like to present their construction techniques and
costs to you and your clients. For more information, contact us: Dallas(214) 934-2992 Houston
(713) 672-8989 San Antonio (512) 492-6514.

AMIGA

CONSTRUCTION
The Concrete Solution©
8989 North Loop East O Houston. Tuxas 77013 C (713) 672-8989

: ~ : MARAZZI CERAMIC Tl• E

-.w•Growing Big and Beautiful

'.
"SPAZIO" SERIES 24" x 24"
CERAMIC TILES IN 6 ATTRACTIVE COLORS
MARAZZI, a world leader in technology and quality ceramic tile
products, will begin domestic manufacturing at its new plant in
Sunnyvale (Dallas), Texas during the summer of 1982.
To serve your needs, we now offer: A growing network of local
stocking distributors in the Southwest; commercial and residential
floor and wall tiles; over 100 colors ranging in sizes from 4" x 8" to
24" x 24"; four color, 28 page product catalog; and a designer
showroom in the Dallas World Trade Center, Suite 9063.
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Or For More Information Contact:
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In quali~ variety and availability
Ford Glass now offers the brO&dest monolithic line of
solar control glass available: with extensive heat
reduction/light transmission optJons and coating colors
to accent any architectural style.

Sungl11 HP Rdlcctlvc
our newest high-performance: reflective: glass can block
80% of the sun's heat and can also reduce conductive
heat loss up to 20% compared to normal glazing. Sunglas
HP Reflective: Is available: In both high/low reflectance
with a choice of three coatings, four glass substrates a~
four light transmission options for a wide spectrum of
color/performance: choices. Sunglas HP Reflective: Is
available: In monolithic, lnsulatJng glass, spandrel, heat
strengthened, tempered and annealed glass. Sunglas HP
Reflective: is destined to become the high-performance
leader In solar control glass.

Sunglas Rdlcctlvc
OUr popular medium-performance: solar control glass,
Sunglas Reflective, is available in either Green or Bronze
substrate end can block 65% of the sun's heat. Sunglas
Reflective Green also lets In over 40% more natural
daylight than Its closest competitor. Sunglas Reflective:
with the coating glazed to the outside: appears neutral
silver. Sunglas Reflective: Green and Bronze can be: glazed
with the coating Inward to achieve a subtle emerald
green or earth fone effect. Sunglas Reflective can be: field
cut and fabricated. It's the: best choice In mediumperformance reflective: glass.

solar control glass.
Residential Sunglas
Sunglas is America's first residential solar control glass that
looks dear and works so well. It blocks up to 24% of the
sun's heat while having a high daylight transmission that
reduces the need for artificial lighting. Sunglas also costs
less than grey or bronze glasses and reduces harmful
ultra-violet rays that can cause fading in carpets and
draperies. Sunglas is the one solar control glass for looks,
performance and price.

Nobody outglasscs the Sungtas Unc of
Solar Control Glass
For qualitY, varietY, selection, availabilit); price and the
Ford Glass ten-year coating warrantY, nobody outglasses
Ford
For more information or a detailed brochure of Ford
Glass solar control products, coH: 1--80(}-521-6346.
(In Michigan, call collect: 313-568-2300.)
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Letters
Editor: I want to take just a moment to
say thank you for a very handsome issue
on his Lorie preservation (Jan./ Feb. 1982).
As ever, the Texas Architect staff has
performed admirably in presenting concise and accurate evaluations of important aspects of a timely topic. We do,
however, regret the confusion we may
have generated regarding the relationship of the new federal tax Jaw with the
Texas Historical Commission. To clarify,
the Commission's National Register Department administers Lhe agency's statewide programs relating to historic conservation. The Commission's Main
Street Center, of which Anice Reed is
director, promotes economic development in the 10 designated Main Street
cities specifically and, upon occasion,
becomes peripherally involved in the tax
abatement programs for historic structures. Therefore, questions regarding
the new Economic Recovery Tax Act
and other tax incentive or abatement
programs for historic buildings should
be directed to the National Register
Department.

Joe Oppermann
Director
National Register Department
Texas Historical Commission
Austin
Editor: I have j ust received my March/
April issue of Texas Architect and find
it truly outstanding in every way. I
think we're nearing the time when
regional magazines of quality will find
more support and have broader appeal.
Your use of color is delightful, and the
David Braden article is a classic.

James P. Cramer
Executive Vice President
Minnesota Society
American Institute of Architects
Minneapolis, M inn.

BIG MAN IN
STRUCTURAL STEEL
Chances are, while you' re
reading this ad, a truckload
of Mosher steel is arriving at
a jobsite, right on time and
fabricated right to fit.
But chance has nothing to
do with that result.
One of the keys to
Mosher's consistently good
performance record is good
planning, and that's a major
concern of Kim Parker,
Manager of Production
Planning.
Kim coordinates material
and fabrication drawings to
meet shop needs and
customer delivery
requirements. " It's a little
like playing chess,'' he says,
"with a combination of
plannin~ and problem
solving. '
A native of Dimmitt,
Texas, Kim graduated from
high school in 1969 and

began operating equipment
on construction projects in
West Texas. In 1972, he
entered Texas Tech,
graduating in 1976 with a
degree in Engineering
Technology. One of his
professors steered him to
Mosher, where he worked in
several departments before
assuming his present job.
Good planning - another
reason Mosher is the big
name in structural steel.

JbEBCll=t~
STEEL COMPANY
Home Office and Plant
P 0. Box 1579, Houston, 77001
(713) 861-8181

A
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Plants in Dallas, San Antonio

~

A Trinity Industries Company
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Tate Architectural
Products has a wide line
o f access floor systems
that can be used in new
building or renovation:
a range of strengths
in steel and Plymetal
panels to meet various
load requirements;
coverings in vinyl,
high pressure laminate
or carpet.

Tate Access Floors For Texas!
With great natural resources
and wide open space for expansion, Texas is a leader in
modern technology. And for
rapid growth and new developments, there's a constant need
to modify the vital power,
commun ications and signal
cable systems in plants, computer rooms and offices.
With Tate Access Floors this

can be done on any scale, easily and economically, quickly
and with great flexibility for
future change.
Virtuall y all systems go under
Tate's sturdy, beautiful access
floors- floors that keep environmental efficiency at a maximum and reduce construction
time and costs to a min imum.
Tate Access Floor Systems
are conveniently avai lable
throughout the st ate.
REG I ONAL OFFICE :

TATE ARCHITECTURAL PRODUCTS
2655 Villa Creek
Suite 270
Dallas, T exas 75234
214-484-0394
HOME OFFICE:

TATE ARCHITECTURAL PRODUCTS, INC.
7510 Montevideo Road
Jessup, Maryland 20794 301 -799-4200

Tate Access Floor Systems
Circle 9 on Reader Inquiry Card

Tate Architectural Products
are distributed in Texas by:
Davis-Evans Interiors, Inc.
10609 Metric Blvd.
Suite 100
Austin, Texas 78758
512-835-2311
Flexibl e Systems, Inc.
11358 Kline
D allas, T exas 75229
214-243-1566
Neff Construction Specialties
2408 Frankford Avenue
El Paso, Texas 79930
9 15-565-4511
Evans Interiors, Inc.
3704 Ade Street
Houston, Texas 77063
713-977-0200

Marcatre f urniture Systems
011,ce and Residential rurn1ture/Lighting

Atelier International, LTD.
Space 608

Haworth exclusives T11reo soporate, 1ntegra1od eleclrical circuits
wIt11Tri Circuit CAA 1, and T11/\mb1on1 Lighting
C,rc/e 81 on R&U<l(lf ln(IUlfy C81<1

Haworth, lnc./ Dallas Division
Space 672

C,rc/e 82 on R11oclor Inqu,,y Csrd

Seating, Desks and Conferonco l obles by:

Artopex Presidential Sor es

Novikoff
Space 662

W. Glenn Hennings & Associates
Space 605
C1rc10 84 on Roar;Jor 111qwry Card

c,rclo 83 on RMC/or lnqu,ry Carel

Open Plan Systems by Westinghouse ASD

System 9, the newest open plan office system from

Westinghouse ASD
Space 679

Marlborough & Lord Assoc., Inc.

PRECISION MFG., INC.

C,rclo 85on Reader Inquiry Com

Space 604

(214) 748-3051

Space 609

Space 600

Space623

Armstrong, American of Martinsville.
Fabricut, Seabrook Wallcoverings,
Sico, Simmons and many more.
Turn-Key Furnishers
Houston & Dallas

-THONET

u

Space 628

Space 610

Space 638

Contract and Institutional Furniture

Chromcraft Furniture

214/741-2271

herman miller
214/741-4937

Bill Chattaway Associates
214/651-0845

713/960-9538

Nightingale Systems, Craftsman,
Gordon International, Marden Mfg. Co.,
Spec-Built, Marvel Metal,
Magna Design
214/748-2706

Wells Associates/Six Design
214/698-0290

8endecor
214/748-0394

Space 611

Space 605

Representing Jansco, Contempo- ·
rary Shells. LS.I. , Terfeste, Ltd.,
Salvarani Kitchens, Paul Hoppenfeld, Desience Corp., Lomac Marble,
Coeval Contract

Glenn Hennings
& Associates

• Mollasco COIIIPIIRY

Space 642

Monarch Furniture
214/741-5347

214/651-1556

Space 608

*=

214/747-8839

a Mohasco company

Space 616

Space 645

Ci'Owilliam Hammon
& Associates

Office and Residential Furniture.
Lighting & Accessories

,f!'f

214/745-1371

Commercial & Institutional Furniture

a1•
Atelier International, Ltd.
214/653-1161

'
Showing:
Brickel Associates
Cl Designs
Brunati
Worden
EOC
Arconas
and others

Representing Hiebert, Brueton,
Gilbert, Business Accessories,
Architex

.a

l(ll1n albertl IIIC
214/ 747-2431

Space 646

Space 662

Contract Furniture, Lighting & Accessories

Van Sant, Inc.

I. H. Pritchard, Inc.

214/747-4376

214/748-1976

Space 650

Space 633

214/741-5097

Space 635

11111
Open Office Systems
Contract Furniture

(SJ American
214/748-83~ating

Space 672

HAWORTH'
OFFICE INTERIOR SYSTEMS

Haworth, Inc.
Dallas Division

The AD system ... Alma's open
plan office system

Dick Lowe & Associates
Atma Desk Company
Box 581363 i Dallas 75258
214/747-7626

Space 666

Loyd
Brotherton

6Assoc.

214/742-3654

Space 660

Space 668

Metropolitan Furniture Corp.
Robert Long Lighting, Inc.
Helen Webber! Heron Intl.

214/747-6361

Space 679

Open Plan Office Systems

~ Westinghouse ASD

\.!:!:)

214/744-5685

Interior products for the architect,
specifier and interior designer

Interact. Haller Systems. Inc.,
Taylor Chair Co., Davis
Furniture Industries

"' Bob Gray, Inc.

m

Dick Lowe & Associates
Krueger Contract
Box 581345 i Dallas 75258
214/747-7629

Gregson, Continental Woodcratters,
McGraw Edison, Corry Jamestown,
Color Shop, Gift Craft, Hoosier,
Jefsteel, Stylex

214 /748-0506

-~

technical innovation ... by design

Metropolitan Showrooms, Inc.
P.O. Box 58256
Dallas, Texas 75258
(214) 747-4135

For further information on any of the
showrooms listed m the ad, please circle the reader inquiry number. If you
would like information from a specific
showroom, please indicate so on the
reader inquiry card.
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Architectural Terra Cotta or Ceramic Veneer
Call Great Southern Supply Company.
Whether you are refurbishing the old or
creating the new. Great southern can
perfec tly match existing ornamentation
or precisely t ranslate you r des i gn
expression into arch itectural terra cotta
of the finest qua lity.
It is the perfect medium for enduring
architectura l detail and ceramic veneer.
And architectural terra cotta is ava ilable

e

in an almost limitless range of colors .
textures. and shapes to satisfy even the
most highly defined taste.
We have a thirty-five year reputa tion
for provid ing the unique . Let Gre at
Sou th ern help you arti culate your
des ign sta tement. Ca ll us today at
713/ 644 · 175 I or come and see our
Houston showroom .

GREAT SOUTHERN SUPPLY COMPANY
P.O. Box 14507 • Houston. Texas 7702 1 • 713/ 644-1751
Houston Showroom. 36 3 7 west Alabama at Tim mons Lane
Suite 490 71 3/ 626-9172
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In the News

People, Projects, Schools, Events, Firms, Products

Edited by Michael McCullar

Dallas Arts District: Compromise Between Commerce and Culture?
The idea of a Dallas arts district has been
kicking around for a decade, but only in
the last three years have steps been taken
to make the idea a reality. The new Dalla~ Museum of Fine Arts, designed by
Edward Larrabee Barnes, is coming out
of the ground on Harwood Street, bctwe.:n Ross Avenue and Woodall Rodgers Freeway in the northeast quadrant of
downtown. The Dallas Symphony Orchestra has acquired a site several hundred yards to the cast, and on Aug. 3 will
ask voters to appropriate $28 million as
the city's share of the cost of a new concert hall, to be designed by I. M. Pei.
These two facilities will anchor the proposed district, which may eventually include theaters, galleries, hotels, and restaurants, along with the customary cordon
of high-rise office buildings.
"May" is the operative word in this
situation. Although everyone seems to
endorse the arts district in principle, no
one has yet presented a clear and compelling vision of what the arts district
should be. The prototypes have ranged
from an urban carnival like Copenhagen's
Tivoli Gardens to assorted cultural mono-
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liths such as Lincoln Center in New
York and the Pompidou Center in Paris.
But no master plan for the proposed district exists, nor is there much chance of
getting one. Dallas prides itself on a history of successful public-private ventures
!>O the proposed arts district will be designed by representatives of the city, the
DMFA and DSO, and six private developers who own large chunks of land
within Lhe boundaries. It is problematic
at this point whether the nine parties can
agree on what the district should be, and
if they can whether the result will represent the best that can be achieved or
merely an expedient compromise between commerce and culture.
The clearest discussion of the arts district is the Carr-Lynch report, a survey of
Dallas' arts facilities published in 1977.
Although the term "arts district" was not
used, the report recommended that D alla,;'major arts organizations (DMFA,
DSO, opera, ballct,ctc.) consider relocating downtown, preferably in the emerging northeast quadrant. Such a concentration of facilities, the report maintained, would be mutually beneficial to

the organizations involved and also contribute to the revitalization of the central b.):!sincss district, then hard hit by the
defection of stores and restaurants to the
suburbs.
The Carr-Lynch report recommended
what several arts organizations were in
the process of doing. The museum was
looking for a way out of its cramped
quarters at Fair Park. The symphony
was equally dissatisfied with the acoustics of the State Fair Music H all, not to
mention having to compete with rock
groups and ballet dancers for choice
dates. The efforts of both organizations
were enhanced by the public perception
of Fair Park as unsafe and inaccessible.
On J unc I0, 1978, the city held a bond
election that included a $45 million appropriation for arts facilities in the district. Through a combination of inept
campaigning and unfortunate timing (the
election was held four days after the passage of Proposition 13 in California) the
arts portion of the bond issue failed.
The DMFA, then as now the most
farsighted of the Dallas arts organizations, continued to buy land in the proposed district for between $15 and $30
a square foot. The current price is $125
to $150 per square foot and climbing.
A second bond election, containing
$24.8 million for a new museum and $3
million for a symphony site, passed convincingly on Nov. 6, 1979. Tl'lc museum
broke ground for its new building the
following autumn. The D allas Symphony
Orchestra, undone by soaring land prices
and its own indecisiveness, was unable to
find a site until September 1981, when
in effect Dallas Mayor Jack Evans became the site selection commillee and
wrested a donation of land from the
Borden Company. That site, approximately 25,000 square feet, will be enlarged as soon as the city and several developers in the district complete a series
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''Tough roof insulation for tough Texas weather!''

E!J
IIJ/J-weather Crete·
One of the t ruly beautiful architectural achievements in
Texas is the Cedar Valley College in Dallas by architects
Jarvis Putty Jarvis, Inc. of Dallas. The structure is topped
with a truly energy saving, tough roof deck insulation · Al lweather Crete.
"Mutiple protection" is achieved with AWC because of its
unique features. It is applied hot and dry in a completely
seamless application. AWC also transmits vapors. Thus,
without seams and trapped vapors, membranes applied over
the AWC insulation are far less apt to blister and crack in hot
Texas weather. AWC in appl ied in varying thicknesses,
sloped to drains, offering positive water runoff. This added
protection against ponding water and trapped vapors spells a

longer lasting trouble free roof deck.
On your next "architectural achievement" consider AWC
roof deck insulation. Owners and architects of major buildings realize AWC "multiple protection" costs slightly more·
yet through the years is one of the best money saving values
put into any building.
Ask for a free AWC brochure.

IS i ~J!-p~ ~l!?a~
306 AMHERST DR IVE • RICHARDSON, TEXAS 75081
PHONE (2 14) 234 1515
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of land swaps.
As of April I 982, the Dallas Arts District consists of the half-completed Museum of Fine Arts, a site for the proposed Symphony Hall, two landmark
buildings (Guadalupe Cathedral and the
Belo Mansion) and acres of unpaved
parking lots. Most of the parking lots will
be covered eventually by office towers,
although no decisions have been made
about height, setbacks, materials and
other architectural features that will determine the overall character of the district. The city has also commissioned an
engineering study to determine if a
15,000-space parking garage can be built
beneath the proposed district.
Recognizing the randomness of the
arts district planning process, as well as
the mounting pressure of the Aug. 3 bond
election, the city recently appointed Dr.
Philip Montgomery, a pathologist
and medical school professor, as arts district coordinator. Montgomery's job,
which carries no real authority, is to assist the major landowners in coming up
with a development strategy that they
can live with and that the public will
applaud.
One of his first moves was to initiate
a national competition for the design of
Flora Street, the 100-foot-wide corridor
that will form the spine of the proposed
district. So far the competition has attracted such nationally known urban
design firms as Sasaki Associates and
Wallace, Roberts and T odd as well as several Dallas firms. But the fact that the
designers are being asked to come up
with a plan for Flora Street without
knowing whether the parking garage will
be above or below grade only points up
the persistent confusion in the arts district planning process.
Much depends on what the urban designers do with Flora Street, but even
more depends on how effectively the Dallas Symphony Orchestra presents its case
to the voters on Aug. 3. Without a symphony hall, the arts district will probably
become just another'office park, in which
the Museum of Fine Arts provides a dash
of exotic seasoning. Yet a key to the
DSO's success is the public perception
that they are voting for an arts district,
not just a single isolated facility. Politically, the two go hand in hand.
Cultural districts arc becoming a national craze, popping up in such unlikely
places as Reno, Nevada, and Anchorage,
Alaska. Yet Dallas has rejected the conventional solution of lumping its major
arts facilities into one vast complex, such
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as Kennedy Center or Lincoln Center.
Tt is attempting instead to create an entire
district, from scratch, in a section of the
city with few vintage buildings and no
public image. It is the kind of challenge
to which the city has risen in the past.
The critical question is whether, in the
middle of a recession and without a
master plan, it can rise to the occasion
again.
-David Dillon

Old Texas Theater, San Antonio.

High-Rise Architecture
And Historic Preservation
At Odds in San Antonio
Two major trends in recent architectural
practice-the high-rise multi-use office
building and architectural preservationare apparently at odds again, this time in
San Antonio, where RepublicBank of San
Antonio has unveiled its plans for a downtown site presently occupied by the old
Texas Theater. Opposing the demolition
of the theater is a diverse group of citizens led by representatives of the San
Antonio Conservation Society.
T he old Bexar County National Banknow RcpublicB:mk of San Antonio-acquired the property over a period of
years, hiring the San Antonio firm Ford,
Powe'! & C arson to design a complex
that will eventually in: lude a seven-story
facility to house the bank, a l 5-story office structure, and a 30-story office building, all organized around a plaza which
opens onto the adjacent San Antonio
Riverwalk. The current plans show the

three buildings clad in flame-cut pink
granite, grey spandrel panels and tinted
glass, the two lower levels given over to
commercial space open to the plaza.
The controversy centers on the fate of
the Spanish Revival theater building,
bui lt in the 1920s and designed by Robert Boller Bros., of Los Angeles and Kansas City, a firm that designed 127 theaters across the country during the golden
era of the cinema palace. Patrick Steel,
director of the Missouri Heritage Foundation, visiting San Antonio to tour the
building and speak to the Collegiate
Preservation Society at UTSA, commended the Texas Theater as being one
of the last two "tent theater" designs,
where the ceiling is a shell of plaster suspended from the roof structure.
At ~ design preview at the Ford, Powell
& Carson office, Robert Rork, president
of RepublicBank, defended the theater
demolition by saying, "San Antonians
have stayed away from the theater in
droves for 20 years. We don't believe it is
feasible to reconstruct the theater and
have them continue to stay away." However, the bank does plan to preserve the
facade of the existing theater, incorporating it into the new design as a public
access to the interior patio and commercial space.
Opponents of the demolition differ
with the bank's evaluation of the theater's potential. In 1980, the conservation
society hired the San Antonio firm De
Lara Almond to research the feasibility
of rehabilitating the theater. Killis
Almond, who wrote the report, says "T he
Texas Theater and the adjacent Gunter
Office Building are definitely rehabitable.
I firmly believe there is a way to get the
return on his investment the client needs
and keep the theater," Almond said.
"Just because we don't think we need
the theater right now is no reason to tear
it down; when it's gone, there's no way
to bring it back."
The bank, on the other hand, feels it is
making a substantial financial commitment to the local urban environment by
incorporating the existing facade into a
dynamic new urban space. Says Architect
Powell, "This is to an extraordinary degree a public space, with plaza and open
spac'!, with walks and arcades that reduce
leasable space."
Proponents of the Texas Theater seem
mainly interested in preserving a building
that reflects the city's stylistic heritage.
Powell, on the other hand, says "T he
primary issue here is quality urban design. Preservation is a tool of urban de-
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at last. .. a chance to 'get organized'!
the flexible interior arrangements
of c lothing modules are as variable
as fashion itself.
(shown below without doors; various door treatments available.)

pull-down clothing rods
make full use of space
normally out of reach,
thus allowing valuab le
drawer storage below.

precision-engineered
drawers glide out,
providing easy
access to 36 pair
of totally visible
shoes.

transparent drawers are
precisely sized and
arranged to store
foldables from thin
scarves to bulky
sweaters.

program martin . . . timeless design, precision milling,
fine hardware and a durable finish.
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sign, not the other way around." And
successful urban design, he feels, can
only come about by developing the urban
core of San Antonio, building more prime
office space, more retail space, more residences. For that to happen, private investors must be able to make a profit on
such developments.
"Any project like this is balanced on
the thin edge," Powell says. "The popular
conception is that the bank sits back there
with a pool of money, and to save the
theater, all they have to do is appropriate
a little extra. That is not the way it
works; it will be financed on the basis of
major investors who will make their de-

cision on the basis of return."
At press time, both sides a re working
on the wording of a court order which
would require negotiations to continue
until July 12, at which time a U.S. district judge would decide whether to allow
a demolition permit to be issued. Regardless of the outcome, it can only be hoped
that the (inal project-whether it includes the theater in its entirety or just a
facade-will have been enriched through
a productive give-and-take between enlightened developers and practical conservationists- with architects on both
sides.
-Jon Thompson

Talbot House in Nevis, West Indies.

Taft Architects Receives 1982 AJA Honor Award For Talbot House
The Houston firm T aft Architects has
won an Honor Award in ATA's 1982
design awards program for its design of
the Talbot House in Nevis, West Indies.
The residence, completed in 1981, was
one of 12 projects cited in the competition, awards for which will be presented
during the AIA national convention June
6-9 in Honolulu, Hawaii. The 12 winners
were selected from a field of 481 entries
in two categories: current-use (designed
or completed within the past seven years)
and extended-use ( involving restoration,
rehabi litation or adaptive use during the
past seven years).
The Talbot House is located halfway
up a mountain overlooking the Caribbean,
on the site of a former plantation house.
Making use of the traditional local
architectural palette of stone and painted
wood, architects designed the structure to
consist of four towers of cut stone (found
on the site) defining a central living
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pavilion. The organization of the house,
which also contains a kitchen and three
bedrooms, permits cross-ventilation in all
rooms through oversized casement windows, regardless of breeze direction. The
jury cited the "use of local materials,
forms and colors in a direct and bold
manner, creating a strong composition of
bright-colored roofs against the mountain
background."
Jurors for the current-use category
were Joan E. Goody, Boston; Howard
Barnstone, FAIA, Houston; Thomas H.
Bccby, Chicago; Gary Chan, Seattle;
John 0. Merrill, Jr., FAIA, San Francisco; Jay C. McAmis, Mission Viejo, Calif.;
and Robert Venturi, FAIA, Philadelphia.
Another Houston architect, Peter
Papademetriou, also a teacher at Rice
and a Texas Architect contributing editor, served on the jury for the program's
extended-use category.

Graves Speaks at CONDES,
Sans Sonar Showroom,
Which Opens a Month Later
Plans called for the fifth Sunar showroom
by Michael Graves-and his second in
Texas-to open in the World Trade
Center in Dallas during the Contract
Design Show there March 11-13. By the
time Graves had arrived at the Trade
Center to give a featured talk March 12,
however, furniture for his showroom had
not. The showroom's distinctively chunky,
pastel and earth-tone facade, on the sixth
floor of the Trade Center, remained
locked throughout the design show,
causing a good bit of keyhole curiosity
and prompting the soft-spoken Graves to
open his talk with the disclaimer thatoddly-enough- the delay was the fault
of neither architect nor contractor. (See
the July/ August issue of Texas Architect for a report on the showroom's April
15 opening.)
Sunar showroom or no Sunar showroom, Graves presented a well-packaged
lecture on "thematic issues related to
furniture and interiors," in which he
mainly elucidated his aversion to the
machine as architectural metaphor. Citing the cave as man's first house, or
"spatial void," Graves went on to recount
man's historical propensity for fashioning
subsequent dwellings above ground in
such a way that they relate to his own
"bodily landscape" as well as that o f
earth's. Grave's operative word here is
"anthropomorphic," which he used frequently to describe an almost anthropological theory of design.
"The landscape of architecture was
born out of humanism and the natural
landscape," he said, emphasizing a
primal essence in architecture with which
man should be instinctively familia r. Although all man-made objects arc technological, he said, we do not think in
terms of technology first, but in terms of
our bodies and the landscape. A window
is a window, a door a door, both of which
should be designed and placed according
to the nature of their human user and to
provide function and a distinct hierarchy
of symbolism (the window sill, for
example, corresponds to the human
waist).
Projecting a slide of T homas Jefferson's Pavilion #9 at the University of
Virginia, Graves pointed out the sublime
form and detailing of the entryway, how
it communicates just the right associations
with proper dimension, scale, color,
hardware and effect on natural light and
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NOBODY

OFFERS AMORE

WELL-ROUNDED LINE
OFWINDOWS.
Marvin Windows has just
thrown the competition
a new curve.
The Marvin Round Top.
No window better
demonstrates our ability
to make wi ndows in virtually
any shape or size. In fact,
we're one of the few
manufacturers to offer it.

And optional designs,
such as a hub with spokes,
are hand-fitted to create a
striking effect.
DESIGN DOESN'T
PRECLUDE FUNCTI ON.
Our Round Top can replace
old round top windows in
existing structures, or it can
be designed into new architectu re for a unique effect.
Either way, you'll save
energy and money. Because
the Marvin Round Top
features 1/i' or l" insulated
glass, or triple-glazing for
increased energy conservation.
For more information call one of
Marvin's Texas distributors listed
below.

WHEN IT COMES TO
QUALITY, WE REFUSE TO
CUT CORNERS.
The Marvin Round Top is a
beautiful wi ndow, beautifully
put together.
Carefully matched pieces
of Ponderosa pine are fitted
together to form a sturdy
arch that will accept a beautiful stain-and-varn ish or
paint finish.

Austin
Texas Jambs
89 10 Research Blvd .
Bldg. C-1
(5 12) 452-0221
Dallas
The Marvin Window
Planning Center
10907 Shady Tra il,
Dallas 78758
(2 14) 263-7483
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Houston
Texas Jambs
6304 Alder
Houston 7708 1
Lubbock
Frontier Wholesale
833 East 40th
Lubbock 79404
(806) 744-1404
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skyliql-tTS
Standard, Custom and Structural
Many models shipped pre-glazed

STANDARD DOMES TO 8 x 8

STRUCTURAL PYRAMIDS TO 20 ' x 20 '

STRUCTURAL VAULTS TO 24 SPAN

the elements. Then he contrasted that
with the all-too-familiar image of a
modern-day sliding glass door. "Something has happened between that syntax
and this," he said.
That something was Modernism's 20th·
century machine metaphor, Graves said,
which replaced the anthropomorphic in
architecture with the mechanical-which
often took the form of the aeroplane,
among other technological wonders of
the age. Instead of the cave as a fundamental architectural reference, with its
strata of earthen color and texture, now
we had LeCorbusier's French biplane,
with its layers of wing'> and struts and
ribbon windows.
Eschewing such imagery, Graves said
that the utopian notion of the house as a
"machine for living" was no longer valid.
"I want my Lamborghini to be my Lamborghini and my house to be my house,"
he said. But Graves did not indicate any
nostalgic longing for the architectural
Good Old Days that never were, expressing instead his desire simply to resume
an age-old dialogue between man and his
surroundings. "I would not like to return
to the past," he said. "I only want to reestablish the language that architecture
has always possessed."

TSA Disaster Action, Inc.
Once Again into the Breech,
This Time in Paris, Texas

LEAN~

STRUCTURAL DOMES TO 24' DIA

Ask for Catalog, or see Sweet's 7.8.
To predict the energy performance
of a specific skylight plan, request a
SUN Computer Analysis input form.
Write Plasteco, Inc., P.O. Box 24158,
Houston, Texas 77029. (713) 674-7686
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The Texas Society of Architects' Disaster
Action, Inc., on standby since the devastating Wichita Falls tornado in April
1979, has once again gone into action
during the Texas tornado season, this
time to assess property damage in Paris,
Texas.
A twister hit Paris the afternoon of
April 2, killing eight people, injuring at
least 200 others and destroying or damaging some 1,329 houses and apartments.
Following an official request from the
City of Paris, necessary for T SA Disaster
Action to respond to an emergency, TSA
staffers Larry Paul Fuller and Saundra
Wark were enroute to Paris April 6 to
help set up a base of operations. Dallas
architect Ed Rawls and Wichita Falls
architects C harles Harper and Ralph Perkins, chairman of TSA Disaster Action,
had been in Paris earlier in the week,
shortly after the tornado struck, helping
city officials determine the extent of the
damage.
Also involved in the Paris relief effort
were local architect Bill Lightfoot and

32 other architects from Dallas, Fort
Worth, Northeast Texas and Wichita
F alls.
The architects operated out of the Red
Cross' main "one-stop center" in Paris'
old (,ibson Building on Clarksville Road,
which also housed other disaster relief
agencies. The TSA Disaster Action desk
was open from 9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m., during which homeowners could make appointments for architects to inspect their
damaged homes. Some l 30 Paris residents took advantage of this free service
between April 7 and April 14, the period
in which the center was officially open.
T SA Disaster Action, Inc., was established in 1971 as a non-profit corporation
to provide quick, professional and reliable a9vice to small homeowners and
businessmen in Texas communities hit by
natural or man-made disaster. The damage assessment report filled out by the
inspecting architect may be used in making loan applications, insurance settlements and other aid requests.

Three Projects Cited
In Houston Residential
Design Awards Program
Three Houston projects have been cited in
the 1981 Houston R esidential Design
Awards Program sponsored by Houston
Home & Garden magazine and the
Houston Chapter AIA.
Chosen to receive architectural design
citations from among 19 entries in the
program (a record low, according to
sponsors) were a townhouse by Robert
Griffin, a detached residence by Russell
King and a greenhouse addition by
Robert P. Moroz.
Griffin designed the 3,000-square-foot
townhouse to be simple and boxlike and
to maximize views of its bayou setting.
The wood- and steel-frame structure,
clad in stucco, is linear in organization
due to the narrow configuration of the
site, with private spaces on the street side
and public spaces in back.
The 4,000-square-foot detached residence by (and for) King, also clad in
stucco, is similarly simple in form and
feature to minimize its impact on a
sloping, wooded site. The layout is designed mainly to facilitate cross ventilation. Other energy saving features include
double-glazed windows, overhangs on the
west and south sides and styrofoam
insulation.
Moroz's 2,400-square-foot greenhouse,
made of wood and fiberglass, connects
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the main house with a guest house and
envelops the backyard and swimming
pool, creating a space for a collection of
some 500 house plants and also acting as
a buffer against noise from a nearby freeway.
Jurors for the competition were
Michael Benedikt, Austin; William Turnbull, Jr., FAIA, San Francisco; and Peter
Chermaycff, Cambridge, Mass.

Texas Construction Activity
Shows 16 Percent Decrease
For First 2 Months of 1982

Griffin townhouse, Houston.

Total construction contracts in Texas
reflect a 16 percent decrease for the first
two months of 1982 compared to the
same two-month period in 198 l, according to McGraw-Hill's F. W. Dodge Division.
Dodge vice president and chief economist George Christie reports that contracts for residential, non-residential and
non-building statewide totalled $2,041,206,000 for January and February 1982,
down from a total of $2,427,353,000 for
the same period last year.
In the Houston metropolitan area, total
residential and non-residential building
contracts show a 39 percent decrease for
the first two months of 1982. In Brazoria,
Fort Bend, Harris, Liberty, Montgomery
and Waller Counties, building contracts
for January and February this year
totalled $520,692,000, down from a total
of $848,068,000 for the first two months
of 1981.
Building activity in the Dallas/ Fort
Worth area, however, shows a slight increase for the first two months of 1982.
Residential and non-residential contracts
in Collin, Dallas, Denton, Ellis, Hood,
Johnson, Kaufman, Parker, Rockwall,
Tarrant and Wisc Counties totalled
$507,735,000, for January and February
1982, up four percent from a total of
$487,936,000 for the same period last
year.

Profile: Hermon Lloyd, on the
Occasion of his 50th Year
As a Houston Master Builder

Greenhouse addition, Houston.

May/June 1982

It isn't hard to understand just how paradoxical it was to begin an architectural
practice in Houston in 1932. That was
the year that building permits in Houston- in the depths of The Great Depression- plunged to an all-time low of
$2.9 million ( compared to $3 billion in
198 l ) . Obviously, the last thing Hous-

ton needed in 1932 was another bright
young architect. Nevertheless, 1932 also
was the year that Houston native Hermon F. Lloyd, 2 1, fresh out of Rice Institute with a bachelor's degree in architecture and a wealth of professional
optimism, decided to become one. And
today, on the 50th anniversary of that
momentous decision, it is almost impossible to live very long in Houston without encountering a structure influenced
in some way by that optimistic Hermon
Lloyd brain.
You have encountered structures so
influenced in Houston if you have beheld
the following: Rice Stadium, T he Melrose Building, eight Foley's department
stores, Hofheinz Pavilion, the Astrodome, Conoco Tower, Capital Bank Tower, The Heritage Club, to name only a
few Houston landmarks designed over
the years by Lloyd's firm, now known as
Lloyd Jones Brewer Associates.
Back in 1932, however, as the nascent
Moore & Lloyd, Architects, the firm was
doing work that was somewhat less monumental. Although building permits had
plummeted in Houston, there were still
a few wealthy clients keeping a few
lucky architects busy, if doing nothing
more than decorating ballrooms for debutant dances. Having developed some
expertise in that "specialty" as fellow
Rice undergraduates, Lloyd and his first
partner Harvin Moore survived on it as
practicing architects during the early
years of the Depression.
Ballroom decorating did prove to be a
good way to make contacts, and Lloyd
and Moore made the most of them. One
valuable contact made was with BensonMarkson Co., one of the two or three top
homebuilders in Houston. E. Newman
Benson, then building many of the finest
homes in River Oaks, was a master salesman and an architect's dream. He insisted that the home bear the name of its
architect, unusual generosity in a builder. Benson took a liking to Lloyd, who
designed several homes for Benson that
ended up as featured "homes of the
month" in 1\.fcCal/s and House Beautiful
magazines, which d idn't hurt Lloyd's
developing reputation or his marketing
efforts.
Lloyd's ideas about design also were
taking shape, influenced in part by a trip
he took in 1932 to the Chicago World's
Fair, where he was deeply impressed by
buildings painted with "buttermilk," or
casein, paint in bright, strong splashes
of color. He had never seen anything
like it. An early chance for him to use
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We weren't surprised when
a country club in Fort Worth
told an LDBrinkman dealer
their new carpet would face
some unique hazards.
Thats par for the course
And you never have to
with commercial carpet.
worry about delivery. As
Whether it's in a clubhouse
America's leading carpet
distributor, we can usually
or a nightclub, a hotel or a
hospital, commercial carfill your dealer's order
within 48 hours.
pet has to be tough or
So if your next project
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is guaranteed to draw a
sooner than you planned.
But durability needn't
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course. And it's a whole lot
easier than a hole in one.
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This man's craft is ancient.
His artistry creates a structure
for the future. And the future
will find it as charming as ever.
That's the nature of brick,
if it's fine brick. Because, in
addition to the mason's craft,
there is also the crafting of brick
worth placing in this man's hand.
Our company, U.S. Brick,
is one of the top ten brickmakers
in America. We think we got
there because we have a regard
for craftsmanship.
Our five Texas plants turn
native soil into clay bricks and

concrete bricks of uncommon
durability and innovative
colors.
And that's not the end of
it. Our reputation for service
has been earned through proper
inventory and availability.
Next time you have a
chance to choose brick, try a
comparison. Ask to see a
sample of U.S. Brick.
In a comparison with any
other brick, or on a home or
building, we think you'll agree
that U.S. Brick is worth
looking at.
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For more information, write to: U.S. Brick · 13747 Montfort Drive · Dallas, Texas 75240 • 2141458-0774 • Sates Offices & Plants in Mineral Wells, San Antonio, Houston.
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In the News, continued.

Hermon F. Lloyd.

this painting technique was in his design
of a filling station on San Jacinto Street
in Houston in the 1930s, his first commercial commission and an attentiongetter for its day. The little yellow, white
and blue building was "expositional" in
design, Lloyd says, with a distinctive Art
Deco tower and horizontal banding.
Lloyd also saw glass blocks for the first
time in Chicago, liked what he saw and
used them in an International Style home
for the Virgil Childress family in Houston in 1936.
After the hiatus of the war years,
Lloyd's firm continued to evolve. Bill
Morgan, who Lloyd always felt was one
of the best architects Rice ever produced, had worked for the firm before
the war and he returned to it afterwards,
forming the new partnership Lloyd &
Morgan Architects. In I 947, Lloyd and
Morgan were joined by Arthur E. Jones,
and the firm soon became Lloyd, Morgan, Jones, Architects.
Unlike 10 years before, bright young
architects were in demand in Houston
during the postwar boom. Prosperity
was here at last. Houston's population
was just beginning an uninterrupted
surge that would take it from the 26th
largest city in the country to the fourth.
Houses were going up in the suburbs and
office buildings were going up downtown
-both building types rising rapidly to
meet desperate postwar shortages. Lloyd,
Jones and Morgan made the best of it,
but it wasn't until 1950 that the firm
received its first major commission-the
21-story Melrose Building. Then came
Rice Stadium in 195 I, the Fannin Bank
Building in the early I960s, the worldfamous Astrodome in 1965 (in joint
venture with the Houston firm Wilson,
Morris, Crain & Anderson).
Today the firm has two new partners:
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Ben Brewer, who came from Neuhaus +
Taylor in 1976, concentrates on firm
management; and Bob G. Fillpot, who
joined the firm in 1978, specializes in
architectural design and project management.
And today, Hermon Lloyd, at 71, is
still an ambitious and optimistic man. He
comes to the office every workday to
help oversee an architectural operation
that now numbers some 70 architects,
interior designers, draftsmen and support
personnel. His firm is also involved in the
beehive of construction activity in Houston with such projects as the 42-story
America Tower, the 50-story Four Allen
Center, the 71-story Allied Bank Plaza.
From all indications, Houston is still
a good place to be an architect, and Herman Lloyd is still taking advantage of
that situation.
-Jack Burney

Projects in Progress
Construction to Begin Soon
On Houston's Proposed
Woodbranch Energy Plaza
Construction is scheduled to begin soon
in Houston on Woodbranch Energy
Plaza, a 32-acre office park designed by
Michigan architect Gunnar Birkerts (with
Morris * Aubry of Houston as associate
architects) and located near the new Shell
and Conoco offices on I-10 near Dairy
Ashford.

The $300 million-plus complex will
contain 10 multi-level office buildings,
affording a total of 2.5 million square
feet of lease space; garage parking for
l 0,000 cars; restaurant and retail facilities; an athletic and social club; and
extensive landscaping to incorporate
existing oak trees on the site and to include a lake and a circular plaza
"reminiscent of the large formal plazas
in the capital cities of Europe."
A prime building feature will be a
system of tubular solar heat reflectors
hung horizontally on building exteriors
at the top of the window panels. The
tubes are designed to deflect direct sunlight away from the building while redirecting and diffusing it onto interior
ceiling planes for natural daylighting. The
tubesalso are painted muted shades of
blue and red to add color to the building
skin.
Facades of two of the buildings (all 10
of which will be structures of poured-inplace concrete) will be alternating bands
of reflective glass and precast concrete
panels with granite aggregate finish. The
other eight buildings will feature bands
of reflective glass alternating with metal
panels.
Of the 10 buildings in the complex,
eight will be seven stories high and two
will rise to a height of 24 stories. All the
buildings arc designed to relate to each
other with symmetrical curves and by
facing inward toward the landscaping and
pedestrian walkways.
The entire project is scheduled to be
completed in five to seven years.
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Woodbranch Energy Plaza, Houston.
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Whether building or renovating, you want windows that -

cut

cut
maintenance
.costs

~
Pella's Energy-Tight
Double Glass lnsul::ition
System has a fu ll 13/ 16"
dead air space between
panes - provides maximum insulation at lowest
cos ts. Tigh t-fitting wood
cons truction and windproof weatherstripping
make it truly Energy-Tight.
Insulating glass also
available

Pella makes a full line of
wood windows specially
engineered fo r easy
washing of outside g lass
from inside. Cleaning
expense is reduced and
any extraordinary maintenance that may be
required, such as sash
removal and reglazing, is
easy and economical.

Pella's optional
Slimshade® fits in the
dust-free space between
the panes of the Pella
Double Glass Insulation
System and provides
privacy and light con trol
at the touch of a d ial.
Helps reduce heat loss and
solar heat gain, as well.

Pella offers a tough
aluminum c ladding in
attractive colors ou tside
- the warmth and
beauty of wood inside.
Aluminum exterior is
cleaned, etched and
coated with a high temperature baked acrylic
polymer. It won 't chip,
crack, o r peel.

Only the Pell• ~ckage
delivers it all!
FREE cata log! Fo r more
detailed information send
for your free copy of our
28-page, full color catalog
on Pella Clad Windows &
Sl i ding Glass Doo rs. Or
look in the Yell ow Pages
under " wi ndows" for the
phone n umber of you r
Pell a Distri butor.

•

------------------------PELLA PRODUCTS CO. DIV.

GERMOND CO., INC.
8500 MoPac Exp., #801
Austin, Texas 78759
(512) 346-0143

4015 Buffalo Gap Rd.
Abilene, Texas 79605
(915) 692-9861

14902 Preston Rd., Suite 203
Dallas, Texas 75240
(214) 233-9605

5216 Pershing Ave.
Ft. Worth, Texas 76107
(817) 732-2661

301 S. E. Loop 289
Lubbock, Texas 79404
(806) 745-1649

904 Fountain Parkway
Grand Prairie, Texas 75050
(metro) 647-4321
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Fritztile Granite
sets a
beautiful floor.
Nature's most durable material is combined in a flexible tile that sets quickly
and easily without grout on almost any floor or wall surface. Fritztile
Granite tiles do not require special preparation or heavy foundation; clean
with mild detergent and water. For samples, technical details and address of
our closest office/showroom, call (214) 285-5471. Fritz Chemical Co.
PO Drawer 17040 Dallas, TX 75217.
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Plans Announced for
Houston Design Center
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Snowden & Meyer, Inc.
Consulting Civil Engineers
Environmentally Sensitive
Development Engineering for

Plans have been announced for a 10story, 500,000-square-foot Houston Design Center, designed by Cambridge
Seven Associates of Cambridge, Mass.,
(with Lloyd Jones Brewer of Houston as
associate architects) to provide showroom
space for contract and residential furnishings in Houston.
The S70 million facility, part of phase
III in Houston's Greenway Plaza development, will feature a stepped interior
core cut diagonally through the center
of the structure, where a series of escalators will link each floor to a "circulation
canyon." According to architects, this
canyon will be shaped like a giant staircase, with floors linked by the escalators
in a pattern reminiscent of a switchback
road zig-zagging up a mountainside. The
staircase configuration will extend
through the north and south sides of the
building, where glass walls, terraces and
special lighting will reveal activity inside.
In addition to showrooms for interior
furnishings and accessories, the building
will include meeting rooms and a 450-car
parking garage on the three lowest levels.

Commercial and Industrial
Projects
Drainage an d Flood Analysis
Test Borings and
Geotechnical Analysis
Testing Laboratory
Surveying Services

Office Building Going Up
Near La Grange Town Square
An 18,000-squarc-foot office building
designed by the Houston firm Wm. T .
Cannady & Associates to combine the
vocabulary of existing 19th-century
storefronts with the programmatic requirements of the Auto Age will soon be
under way near the courthouse square in

Offices at:
2011 Anchor Lane
Austin, Texas 78723
(512) 474- 6651
2305 Lorito Circ le
Bryan, Texas 77801
(7 13) 779-3314

Office building, LaGrange

La G range.
The Z-shaped building, for the Fayette
County Savings and Loan Association,
will be organized around two entrances,
one form ing a symbolic "front lawn"
complete with flag p oles and bank
marquee, the other directly connected to
the parking lot and drive-in telJer windows. The two entrances will be linked
by a two-story gallery, which also will
form the banking lobby (accented by a
clock tower) and an elevator lobby
(accented by a wedge-shaped skylight).
The clock tower, skylight and crenellations are derived from the roofscape of
adjacent one- and two-story commercial
buildings on the square a block away.
The steel-frame building, scheduled to
be co,cnpleted in early 1983, will be clad
in two-Lone brown-red brick with precast
concrete handrails, metal arcades and
standing-seam metal roof.

Texas Plaza, Dallas.

Texas Plaza Under Way
In Suburban Dallas
Now under way in Dallas is a 90-acre
mixed-used development called Texas
Plaza, designed by St. Louis-based Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum.
The nucleus of the S500 milJion
project, on the high ground across from
Texas Stadium and adjacent lo the University of Dallas, will contain over one
million square feet of office space in
three mid-rise buildings, 700 hotel rooms
in two towers and 30,000 square feet
of restaurants and shops in a glass enclosed courtyard connecting the office
buildings with the hotel.
A 11.5-acre corporate headquarters
site occupies the highest point in the development, and another 27 acres on the
periphery of the complex will be devoted
to midrise garden office buildings.
T he entire development is designed to
be a pedestrian-oriented environment,
according to architects with HO K's Dallas
office. Buildings will be clustered Lo form
a strong sense of community and interior
public spaces will be designed to provide
human scale.
Continued

011

page 84.
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BETTER THAN CLAY
BRICK PAVING

BETTER THAN CONCRETE

CLAY BRICK:

• Rigid paving w hich w ill crack even w ith
expansio n j o ints.
• Repairs either costly or impossible.
• Quality depends on workmansh ip and
climate w ith strengths of 3000 psi o r less.
• Has a plain, d rab look.

• Expensive surface paving.
• Edges chip and crack, and surface is
slippery when wet.
• Both Mortar bed and brick w ill crack
when stressed.
• Clay product; less durable and quality
van es.

PAVES TONE:
• Costs less, providing both surfacing and
support for heavy loads.
• Chamfered edges prevent chipping;
provides a non-slip surface even when
wet.
• Easily installed o n sand bed w it h no
expansion joints required.
• Ava ilable in d ifferent shapes an d colo rs
for beauty and design versatility.

CONCRETE:

BETTER THAN ASPHALT
ASPHALT:
• The most unattractive of all surfaces.
• Weakens every t ime it fl exes under stress.
• Cannot be effectively repaired; it can only
be patched.
• The least cost-efficient because of its
short life-expectancy.

PAVESTONE:

PAVESTONE:

• Super-dense interlocking concrete pavers
designed for flexibi lity t hat eliminates
problems due t o expansive soils.
• Easily taken up and reused for changes or
repa irs to underground.
• Installation is fast, and quality is
consistent provid ing strengths of 8000 psi
o r more.
• Available in a variety of colors
for added beauty.

• Provides att ractive surface designs.
• Designed for flexibility, strengthens under
st ress.
• Repa irs are simple with no patching.
• The most cost-efficient , because of its
long life.

P.O Box 413 • Grapevine, TX 76051
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About this Issue
In this issue we consider that most beloved and most bemoaned of all building
types-the skyscraper. (The term itself evokes something of the ambiguity with
which the building type is perceived-skyscraping as giddy flirtation with the
heights, or as a source of abrasion and pain.) Perhaps the less romantic "high
rise" is a better term for today; or, more precisely, "tall buildings."
But how tall- we arc obliged to ask-is tall? Tall in Chicago, which boasts
the tallest-in-the-world Sears Tower at 110 stories/ 1,454 feet; or tall in New
York, where the twin towers of the World Trade Center top out at 110 stories/
1,353 feet; is taller than tall in Houston, home of this state's tallest building,
the 75-story, 1, 002-foot Texas Commerce Tower. And of course tall in Houston
is taller than tall in Austin, or Amarillo or Gilmer.
Tall, then, is relative. And it is not always in predictable correlation with
population. As John Pastier's collection of postcard skyscrapers (page 55) reveals,
early Texas high rises sprouted up errantly in such unlikely places-from today's
perspective-as Big Spring, Beaumont and Waco. And even today, several 30to 50-story buildings-including one by I. M. Pei- are in the works for oil-rich
Midland, which ranks only about 20th among Texas cities in population.
Tall can also be deceptive, since the appearance of tallness comes with thinness,
or a low ratio of bulk to height, as in the University of Texas Tower. But while
the tower, at 370 feet, is tall, it is not very tall , at least by current Texas standards.
The 600-foot level, of which the tower falls far short, seems to be a suitable-if
arbitrary- benchmark for the very tall in Texas, eliminating all but about a dozen
buildings in Houston and Dallas and nine or so more under construction
in those same cities.
While there is still a certain fascination with tallness for its own sake, and the
tallest-building listmakers are far from idle, the attainment of great heights has
diminished as a measure of architectural achievement. One reason is that heights
now technologically feasible are far beyond the limits of social or economic
acceptability. Another is that tallness, multiplied over and over again, has
changed the character and scale of American cities and has created widespread
resentment of a building type directly responsible for oft-cited urban woes-lack
of fresh air and open space, loss of views, traffic congestion, and the sacrificing
of historic urban fabric, not to mention the proliferation of stylistic banality and
monotony. In his lead article on tall buildings, Jeffrey Ochsner illuminates some
of these issues and traces the stylistic evolution of the skyscraper in Houston
from the early, romantic age, through the minimalist, Modem period, and into
the current era in which architects are attempting-in various ways and ever so
desperately-to break out of the box.
At a time when the skyscraper seems to be bemoaned as much as beloved, it is
perhaps fitting to offer an observation in defense of tall buildings. Many objections to high-rise development arc based on the resulting high density of the
urban core. But the fact is that, by and large, Texas cities are not dense enough,
not concentrated enough to foster the range of street life and activity that reflects
genuine urban vitality. The right kind of tall buildings, those that offer a mix of
uses and viable pedestrian amenities, afford the potential for increased vitality
through greater concentrations of people involved in a wide variety of everyday
activities. Such buildings offer higher hopes, as it were, for producing the social
interaction and collective drama of which great cities are made.-Larry Paul Fuller
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Tall Buildings

Houston as a Case in Point

By Jeffrey Karl Ochsner

r

Houston skyli11e as viewed from the west. 1) Texas Commerce
Tower, 1. M. Pei & Partners, 1982. Associate architects: 3D/lnter11ational. 2) Pennzoil Place, Philip Johnson/ John Burgee, 1975.
Associate architects: S. 1. Morris Associates (now Morris* Aubry
Architects). 3) Electric Tower, Wi/so11, Morris, Crain & Anderson,
1968. 4) One Shell Plaza, Skidmore, Owings & Merrill (Chicago),
1971. Associate architects: Wilson, Morris, Crain & Anderson. 5)
Allied Bank Plaza, SOM (Houston) and Lloyd Jones /Jrewer Associates, under co11struction. 6) First International Plaza, SOM (San
Francisco), 1980. Associate architects: 3D/ International. 7) Capital
Bank Plaza, Lloyd Jones Brewer Associates, 1980, part of the adioining Allen Center complex designed forgely by the same firm.
It will come as no surprise, even to casual observers of architecture,
that most of the buildings featured in this article are projects of the
erni11ent developer Gerald D. Hines. Notable exceptions include
Allied Bank Plaza and Capital Bank Plaza, by Kenneth Schnitzer of
Century Development Corporation; and Four Leaf Towers, by Giorgio Borlenghi, of Inter/in Corporation.
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Niels Esperson Building, John Eberson, 1927, and, below, Gulf Building, Alfred C. Finn and
Kenneth Franzheim, 1929. These two buildi11gs dominated the Houston skyline i11 the '30s
and '40s, echoing the flamboyance of New York skyscrapers.
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The progressive urbanization of Texas
over the past half century is nowhere
more clearly demonstrated than in its
changing skylines. Television's Dallas
focuses on the Dallas skyline and the
mythical Ewing Oil Headquarters (actually the 56-story First International
Building) as much as on the Southfork
Ranch-demonstrating that the urbanization of Texas is associated with its new
skyscrapers even on a national level.
Around the state, tall buildings are no
longer confined to Houston and Dallas,
but are also rising in Austin, Amarillo,
Corpus Christi, Midland and El Paso.
And although each new edifice generally
is seen as a monument to success and
civic pride, at least in Austin tall buildings have become a source of concern as
they alter forever a skyline once dominated by the Capitol Dome (see page
49).
Although the current spurt of growth
continues the transformation begun a
half century ago, the forms of these new
tall buildings are radically different from
those just a decade old. In a sense, we
are entering a new age in skyscraper
construction. The new buildings are
found throughout the state, but the
development of innovative architectural
forms is most advanced in Houston,
where a boomtown economy has spawned
a much-publicized assortment of skyscrapers notable in terms of both scale
and form.
The Three Ages
The first office skyscraper built in Houston, the Bankers Mortgage Building
(1908), stood only l O stories tall, and
another decade passed before the 20story mark was crossed. During the early
period of skyscraper construction, Houston's tall buildings echoed the flamboyance of New York landmarks such as the
Woolworth Building and the Chrysler
Building. In Houston, this era is best
characterized by the two buildings which
dominated the skyline through the thirties
and forties, the Niels Esperson Building
(1927) and the Gulf Building (1929).
Both are marked by rich detail, historical
reference and setback forms typical of
the theatrical-historical mode of skyscraper design developed in New York.
The Esperson Building, a 27-story structure topped by a five-story circular cupola
(choragic monument) is a setback composition with clear allusions, particularly
in details, to Renaissance forms. The
Gulf Building, at 30 stories, is Houston's
best example of a Manhattan setback
skyscraper. It appears vaguely Gothic
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from a distance, but actually is styled as
1920s Art Deco moderoe. Although these
two buildings no longer reign as the king
and queen of the Houston skyline. they
remain two of the city's most beloved
landmarks.
The next period of skyscraper developme nt, the fifties and sixties, was marked
by the triumph of Modernism. Buildings
of this period were abstract prisms devoid
of historic reference or symbolic content.
Designed in the era of second-generation
Modernism, these cold, clean, clear expressions of undifferentiated office space
and structural efficiency followed the
lead of Chicago, the city of Mies,
Murphy and SOM. Two buildings of the
early 1960s, the 32-story First City National Bank Building (1961) and the
32-story Tenneco Building (1963), both
by SOM, are Houston's best examples of
the modern sensibility. A lthough the first
is clad in stone and the other in bronze
anodized aluminum, both arc simple
rectangular prisms with clearly expressed
regular structural frames, similar on
every side. T he Tenneco Building, which
is widely recognized for design excellence,
particularly due to its recessed shaded
glass in response to Houston's climate,
received an A JA design award in 1969.
Although modern rectangular skyscrapers remained dominant in the early
1970s, a series of explorations by Philip
Johnson-beginning with the 5 l-story
IDS Building in Minneapolis and culminating with Pennzoil Place (1975) in
Houston-began a third age of skyscraper
development. In this period, plain orthogonal towers have been displaced by
buildings with a plethora of forms and
colors, representing a change of emphasis
from structure and function to sculpture
and skin. The new tall buildings are
sliced, folded, terraced and curved, their
skins' painterly compositions rendered in
glass, metal and stone. Some show signs
of clear historical reference, as if heralding a return to the romantic era of the
twenties. Although the technology of tall
buildings has advanced, the earlier
motivations supporting the theatricalhistorical mode appear to be reasserting
themselves. In virtually every case, the
structural expression of the sixties has
been replaced by a search for the stunning image of the eighties.
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Form
Pennzoil P lace, designed in response to
a request for the "most distinctive" building in Houston, showed architects and
developers that success did not have to
come in rectangular packages. Although
Pennzoil was seen as a radical design
when it was announced, it leased rapidly
and remained a subject of conversation
for months-clearly a help in the competitive field of office leasing. Pennzoil
was not particularly tall, however, each
tower rising 36 stories to its peak; at this
height, the formal variations did not
require structural innovation. But could
a significantly taller building break radically with rectangular prismatic forms
without bringing structural feasibility
into question?
The answer was found in the new
structural theories of the late 1960s and
early I 970s when tall buildings came to
be designed as cantilevered tubes rather
than as rigid frames. Although the
tubular theory was first applied in rectangular structures such as Houston's One
Shell Plaza ( 1971 ), it was soon demonstrated that tubular structures could assume any shape as long as surface continuity was maintained. It is thus a
combination of new formal freedom and
the structural possibilities of tubular
forms which has led to today's situation
in which distinction through theatricality
is the goal.
Pennzoil broke with tradition in plan
and elevation through a scheme in which
two trapezoidal towers with sloped tops
mirror each other across a ten-foot void.
A similar trapezoidal plan was the basis
for the 55-story First International Plaza
(1980) by SOM. T he pink granite and
pink mirror glass structure has four different elevations generated by various
combinations of faceted angles and flat
planes. The series o( faceted bays on the
angled side of the trapet:oid may have
been generated by a demand for more
"prestige" comer offices as well as a
desire (or an unusual image. Now under
construct ion on an adjacent block, the
71-story Allied Bank Tower, also by
SOM, rises in a continuous shaft clad in
green mirror glass. As a result of its
uninterrupted rise and the vertical accents
provided by two-colored mullions. this
building truly looks tall. Instead of
a typical rectangular prism, its form
is composed of two slightly skewed
quarter cylinders (resulting in the
usual four corner offices per floor, but
not in the typical locations). I. M. Pei's
75-story Texas Commerce Tower, the

Tenneco Building, Skidmore, Owings &
Merrill (San Francisco), 1963. A leading
example of the Modern sensibility, viewed
here beyond the grand banking hall of First
International Plaza (f oregrou11d), designed
by the same office of SOM.

Philip Johnson's Pennzoil Place and, left,
the Gulf Building as seen i11 1979 against a
clear patch of sky subsequently pierced by
new construction. This same scene taken
late next year would show Jo/111.1·on's Rep11blicBa11k Center facing Pe1111zoil in the right
half of the picture.

Texas Architect

Pei's Texas Commerce Tower, at 75 stories, is Texas' tallest buifding, at least for now. Sheathed in cool gray granite, the
pentagonal tower is one of several recent skyscrapers to eschew the metal-and-glass curtaimva/1 for a more traditional
material.
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Visible from Tranquility Park, /esso11s i11 the evolution of the skyscraper. From left, Niels Esperson with its ornate cupola-a product of the
romantic age; the strongly i·ertical Electric Tower and the marble-clad One Shell Plaza-second generatio11 boxes; and, breaking out of the boxthe semi-curved, bl11e-gree11 A 1/ied Bank Plaza flanked by the notched and faceted First /ntemational Plaza, sculpted in pink granite.
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Four Leaf Towers. Cesar Pelli & Associates, 1982. Associate architects: Melto11 He11ry/ Architects. Sloped tops
and patterned skins.
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First City Tower, Morris* Aubry Architects, 1981. A parallelogram with stairstepping vertical 11otches.

Texas Architect

LEFT: Rep11blicBa11k Center, Philip Joh11so11/ John Burgee, to ope11 in late 1983.
Associate architects: Ke11dal// Heaton/
Associales. BELOW: Transco Tower, Philip Johnso11/Joh11 Burgee, to open i11 late
1982. Associate architects: Morris* Aubry
Architects. The Neo-Re11aissance Rep11blicBa11k a11d the Art Deco Revival Transco
-both projec1s of Gerald Hi11es-reflect
Johnson's penchant for historic allusion
and promise to rival Pennzoil as eyecatchers.

BELOW: RepublicBank's grand banking hall, its tiered roofline rising to 125 feet, appropriately reflects the building's external flamboyance. The sky/it space will evide11ce sympathy
for the period through four 17½-foot "street lights," ornate iron balustrades and gri/lework,
and custom-designed furniture, all in conjunction wilh a patterned floor of red, charcoal and
white granite. fllterior architecture by Gensler a11d Associates Architects (Houston).
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tallest building in Texas, now nearing
completion, is a five-sided shaft created
by cutting one corner off of a square.
The First City Tower, by Morris* Aubry,
is a 49-story parallelogram with notches
marking the various levels of elevator
lobbies. But the most radical (or most
eclectic) formal expressions are those of
Philip Johnson, whose new 64-slory
Transco Tower, now under construction
in the City Post Oak area, is a mirror
glass skyscraper marked by a series of
setbacks deliberately recollective of the
Art Deco moderne buildings of the
twenties.
Tops
In a city of tall buildings, the tops are
seen at a distance and often become their
identifying feature. Pennzoil Place
demonstrated that the International Style
flat roof might be replaced by something
more dramatic. The top of First International Plaza is marked by a series of
stepped faceted bays-a feature which
cannot be seen from the surrounding
streets but which is clearly noticeable at
a distance. Cesar Pelli's two Four Leaf
condominium towers nearing completion
in the Post Oak area are square shafts
topped by angled setbacks and sloped
roofs. Pelli's Four Leaf office complex nearby will have four towers with
similar features. The most unusual top,
however, will appear on Johnson's
RepublicBank, only recently under construction. This 53-story tower of red
granite will be topped by a series of
stepped-back gables modelled on Dutch
Renaissance guild house facades. In plan,
the building is a straightforward rectangle, but this overt historical reference
will establish a new precedent on the
Houston skyline.
Facades
T he facades of the new towers differ
from their predecessors in the wide range
of colors and the decorative effects
sought in color application. Streamlined
moderne was the acknowledged source
for the black and silver (mirror glass)
stripes of Johnson's Post Oak Central, a
three-tower complex in the City Post Oak
area. The mix of dark tinted and reflective glass for his Transco Tower has
similar roots. Pelli's experimentation with
color patterns is developed in his Four
Leaf condominium facades composed of
salmon, red-brown and white panels and
dark gray tinted glass (see Texas
Architect, May/June, 1981).
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First Internatio11a/ Plaza's marbled, sky/it banking hall rises in a
stepped form 106 feet above street le,·e/ and sen·es as an image in
itself adjacent to the tower. Interior architecture by Gensler and
Associates Architects (Houston).

Post Oak Central (One, Two and Three), Philip Johnso11/Joh11 Burgee, 1975-1982. Associate architects: One (center}--S. I . Morris A ssociates; T ll'o (right) and Three (/eft)-Richard Fitzgerald & A ssociates. Shimmering skins, stepped profiles and rounded comers create
striking companion images.

First lrrternationa/'s open space: a windswept, treeless corner.
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Entries and Lobbies

Urban Space and Streetscape

Johnson's explorations of procession
in architecture, and his creation of the
splendid Crystal Court at Minneapolis'
IDS Building, set the precedent for the
rebirth of the grand lobby as part of the
office tower. Grand lobbies, such as the
banking lobby of the Gulf Building,
were one of the best-loved features of
skyscrapers from the romantic era.
In the fifties and sixties, these grand
spaces disappeared and building entries
became almost anonymous. In Houston,
Johnson's Pennzoil Place lobby, a glassenclosed pyramidal space between the
two towers, was the first of the new
series of great spaces. The First International banking lobby, standing adjacent
to the tower, rises in a stepped form to
J 06 feet above street level. The new Texas
Commerce Tower lobby, rising to a
height of 65 feet, reads as a continuation
of the building's exterior plaza space and
serves as the commercial counterpart to
the general customer banking hall which
remains in the Gulf Building. Both of
Johnson's latest projects, RepublicBank
and Transco T ower, will have arched
entries several stories high leading to
grand lobbies.

Urban space characteristics of the new
buildings are varied . The combination of
First International Plaza, Allied Bank
Tower and One Shell Plaza (all designed
by SOM) on three adjacent blocks has
allowed the creation of a three-block
layer of open space in downtown Houston-a visually unified space which adds
variety to a downtown otherwise marked
by a totally uniform street grid. T he open
plaza in front of Texas Commerce T ower,
recently endowed with its traffic-stopping
Miro sculpture, functions as an effective
foreco urt to the tower lobby. In a less
constricted setting, Johnson's Post Oak
Central complex of three towers creates
a unique triangular urban place.
While these spaces are compositionally
interesting, they offer little in terms of
pedestrian amenities. First Internationar s
open space is a windswept, tree:ess corner
in pink granite offering no incentives fo r
bui lding tenants or passersby to linger
(although an outdoor sculpture is
planned). The Texas Commerce Plaza
o ffers its sculpture and trees, but otherwise is a place to be crossed as rapidly as
possible. Generally, the new tall buildings
offer little in the way of places for people. Some new buildings may recall the
modcrne forms of 1920s New York, but
they have not yet found ways to create
the streetscape or engender the human
activity of a place like Rockefeller Center.
Concerns

Houston's Louisiana Street: a canyon.
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The rapid proliferation of the new skyscraper forms must be taken as a measure
of their success. These bold new shapes
appear to satisfy a human desire for
something other than minimalist rectilinear towers. However, once the craving for newness wears off, the success of
these towers may be questionable. Pennzoil depended for its drama on the
contrast of its forms with a skyline
otherwise composed almost entirely of
modern minimal boxes. As each new
tower assumes a new shape or a more
unusual profile, the impact of each is
lessened. Contrasts disappear in a skyline
where every shape is different.
Interior space planning is also a concern in some of the new towers. Column
placement and core space have affected
planning in both the F irst International
P laza and the Allied Bank P laza (see
Texas Architect, Ma rchi April, 1981).
While the lower floors of First International have served the bank very well,
planning on some upper floors has been
made more difficult by the typical

column spacing and the faceted wall
module. In the Allied Bank Tower, traditional rectilinear office systems do not
work well with the curving walls. The
sizes of private offices vary considerably
along the curve so that order and logic
in space planning is difficult to achieve.
However, other new towers such as
RepublicBank and Transco, with their
basically rectilinear plans, will not present
these interior difficulties, even with their
theatrical exteriors.
The high-rise growth of Houston and
other T exas cities is causing other related
problems as well. Downtown Houston is
currently the center of employment for
175,000 persons, but if growth continues
at its present rate this number could increase to 275,000 by the year 2000.
Given current levels of traffic congestion
in Houston, how all this space will be
served remains a matter of conjecture.
In the City Post Oak area, the growth
wi ll be even more dramatic and traffic
levels are already worse than in downtown. Furthermore, recent surveys indicate that at least five additional new
office towers are currently under construction in downtown Houston and
perhaps 10 others have been announced
or are in early planning stages. In the
C ity Post Oak area, nine additional office
towers arc under construction and others
are planned. Although a Regional Mobility P lan for 15 years of transportation
improvements was recently announced
by the Houston Chamber of Commerce,
the cost is estimated at S 16.2 billion and
funding and implementation remain uncertain.
The Future
The current econom ic health of Texas
relative to other parts of the country
means the growth of Texas cities will
continue. Integral to that growth will
be high-rise buildings, not only because
of land costs and development economics.
but also because tall buildings are important as symbols of corporate strength.
Less predictable, however, are the design
di rections which will give form to these
high rises of the future. As bold geometry
becomes fam iliar, perhaps the parade of
shapes wi ll yield to a renewed discipline
and an affirmation that there are qualities beyond the surface of a building
which call attention to it and which make
it a good design.
Architect Jeffrey Ochsner is coordinator of
special projects for llo11ston Transit Consultants and lectures at Rice University.
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Going Up

Texas Skyscrapers in the Works

The folloll'i11g projects, in 1•ario11s stages of completio11, are presented as a representative sampling of forthcoming additions to Texas skylines.

First United Tower. Fort
Worth, 40 stories, 1983. Geren
Associates/CRS, Fort Worth;
Sikes Jennings Kelly, Houston,
co11s11lti11g architects.

Dallas Main Ce11ter, 72 stories,
1984. Jarvis Pully Jarvis,
Dallas.

Texas Commerce Plaza, Corpus Christi, 23 stories, 1983.
Morri1 Aubry Architects,
Houston.
Thanksgiving Tower, Dallas, 50
stories, 1982. 1/arwood K.
Smith & Partners, Dallas.

W ater's M ark, Austin, 21 stories, 1983. 1/arry W eese & Associates, Chicago; Alan Y.
Ta11i,(luchi, Austin, associate
architect.

Four Allen Center, Houston,
50 stories, 1984. Lloyd Jones
Brewer Associates, llouston.

First / 11temational Plaza, San
A 1t1011io, 28 stories, 1983. Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, 1/ouston.

ARCO Tower, Dallas, 49 stories, 1983. I.M. Pei & Partners,
New York (Dallas office).
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Eagle Plaza (First National
Bank), Midland, 46 stories,
1985. Wood & Associates,
Dallas.

Texas Architect
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Olympia & York Office Tower,
Dallas, 36 stories, 1982.
WZMH Group Inc., Dallas.

First City Ce11ter, Dallas, 50
stories, 1984. WZMII Group,
Inc ., Dallas.

Southwestern Bell Texas Headquarters, Dallas, 37 stories,
1984. Jarvis Putty Jarvis,
Dallas.

Renaissance West, Midland, 31
stories, 1984. Hellmuth, Obata
& Kassabaum, Dallas; GBA
Associates, Midland.

One Lincoln Plaza, Dallas, 45
stories, 1983. Harwood K.
Smith & Part11ers, Dallas.

San Jaci11to Tower, Dallas, 33
stories, 1983. Bera11 & She/mire, Dallas.

San Felipe Plaza, Houston, 45
stories, 1984. Skidmore, Owings
& Merrill, llousto11.

Campeau Tower, Houston, 80
stories, indefinite. Skidmore
Owings & Merrill, Housto11.

Cullen Ce11ter, Houston, 55 stories, 1984. Morris*Aubry Architects, Houston.
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Three Houston Center (Gulf
Oil Tower), l/011sto11, 52 stories,
1983. Caudill Rowlett Scott,
llousto11.

First City National Bank Operations Center, Houston, 25
stories. 1983. Morris*Aubry
Architects, llousto11.
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Scraping the Sky in Austin

A Problem of Conflicting Views in Texas' Capital City

By M ichael McCullar

When Judge Edwin Waller first laid out
-the city o f Waterloo in 1839, picking the
high ground between two creeks just
north o f the Colorado River as "Capitol
Square," he probably never dreamed
that the Texas Ca pitol would someday
be only one of several urban landmarks
in a city called Austin- and arguably
not the most prominent. Topping off al
311 feet in I 888, the pink dome of the
second and most majestic state Capitol
on the site stood unchallenged, for all
practical purposes, for only 49 years. In
1937, having decided it needed an architectural symbol too, the University of
Texas erected its 307-foot administration building tower on the UT campus
to the north. Since 1965 a handful of
other tall buildings have sprouted near
the Capitol (including the 18-story Westgate Building practically on the Capitol
grounds), all detracting from its historic
dom inance of Austin's skyline. Today
the building can still hold its own, to be
sure, offering a regal countenance from
Congress Avenue and through va rious
other "view corridors" aro und town. But
the Capitol's once-commanding presence
on the shores of the Colorado now appears to be in the eye of a high-rise development storm.
In the last year, in keeping with the
city's growing reputation as one of
the best investment opportunities
in the Sunbelt, developers have announced plans to build more than a
dozen major projects in or near downtown Austin, three of which-on Congress Avenue between the river and the
Capitol-will be considerably more imposing than most of the tall buildings already there. This has raised the ire of a
group of Austinites dedicated to preserving what's left of the Capitol's architectural stature downtown and dusted off a
50-year-old ordinance that can be interpreted in more ways than one, depend-
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Cranes swing in front of State Capitol in Austin as new high rise goes up nearby.

ing on whether you want to limit tall
buildings in Austin or encourage them.
The controversy began last November
when Capitol Mortgage Bankers in Austin said it wanted to build a 15-story
(215-foot) office building on Congress two blocks sou th of the Capitol. A
provision in the city zoning ordinance,
on the books since 1931, prohibited a
building from rising higher than 200 feet
in downtown Austin unless it is "set
back," for every foot of which its height
could be increased by three feet. T he
ordinance defined setback as "the minimum horizontal distance between the
front wall of any projection of the
building, excluding steps and unenclosed
porch, and the street line." As designed
by Skidmore, Owings & Merrill in
Houston, the Capitol Mortgage
Building- I 5 feet higher than the ordinance allowed-rose flush with the
streetline from the building's base, with
setbacks at the top of the base and on

the 11th floor.
Not to worry, said the city building
irn,pector. For 50 years the city has interpreted the ordinance to read that the setback can be measured from any point on
the building, not just at street level, thereby allowing a "wedding-cake" configuration as the three-foot height bonus is
added with each foot of setback above
200 feet.
T exans to Save the Capitol, a local
citizens group concerned about the direction (vertical and otherwise) of Austin's
growth, vehemently disagrees with that
interpretation. They say it could conceivably permit the tallest building in the
world to be built on Congress Avenue as
multiple setbacks continue ad infinitum
- hardly the intent of the ordinance. T he
correct interpretation, they contend, is
that for every foot the whole building is
set back once from the street, the threefoot height bonus is awarded. T his would
effectively limit the height and bulk of a
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building by making it less profitable to
go much above 200 feet, since the taller
the building the smaller its floor-area
ratio.
Texans to Save the Capitol took the
issue before the city Board of Adjustment, which ruled in favor of the traditional interpretation of the ordinance.
The group then took the city to court,
wherein State District Judge Charles
Matthews saw fit to determine only
whether the Board of Adjustment had
acted legally, then ruled that it had. Texans to Save the Capitol has appealed the
ruling, and the Austin City Council has
imposed a moratorium on issuing building
permits for buildings higher than 200 feet,
as the Planning Commission works on
ironing out ambiguities in the ordinance.
Another group, the 17-member Downtown Revitalization Task Force, appointed
by the City Council in 1981 and now
working on a new zoning ordinance, has
recommended some interim measures that
include a 120- to 200-foot building
height limitation within ::m e-quarter mile
of the Capitol. Meanwhile, site work
contin ues for three major high-rise projects on Congress Avenue: the Capitol
Mortgage Building, 20-story First
City Centre at Ninth and Congress,
and the 33-story One American Center at
Congress and Sixth, all exempt from the
moratorium because their building permits were in the process of being approved before it went into effect.
Preserving views of the Capitol
(designed by Detroit architect E. E.
Meyers) is not a new issue in Austin.
None other than J. Frank Dobie led the
fight against the UT Tower's usurping
the Capitol's skyline preeminence in
1937. In the early '60s, citizen opposition to the Westgate Building's going
up so close to the Capitol was vociferous,
if in the end unsuccessful. And the
city P lanning Commission has been
specifically recommending a blanket
120-foot height limitation in Austin
since 1979, a proposal with which T exans
to Save the Capitol enthusiastically
agrees.
Texans to Save the Capitol believes
that the stretch of Congress Avenue between First and I I th Streets kading up
to the Capitol, placed on the National
Register of Historic Places in 1978,
should be jealously guarded from the encroachment of any more modern high
rises, which the Register generally classifies as "intrusive." Congress was placed
on the National Register in part because
it offers the most direct and scenic ap-
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proach to the Capitol (which also is on the
National Register). Barring the construction of a high-rise building in the middle
of the Avenue, Congress will always provide a clear shot of the Capitol looking
north from the river. But Texans to Save
the Capitol is primarily concerned with
the construction of tall buildings along
both sides of the Avenue, which would
block views of the Capitol from other directions (most notably, various "sustained
approach views" identified by the planning department, such as approaches to
the city from South First Street, Red
River and Interstate 35, portions of South
Lamar and I-35 and Riverside Drive,
not to mention numerous "dramatic
glimpses" of the Capitol from various
public places within and around the city).
Other cities have ordinances that preserve views of various things, as Texans
to Save the Capitol points out. Seattle,
Wash., for example, has a stringent
design-review code that insures visibility

of the Cascade and Olympic Mountains
flanking the city. Jn Lincoln, Neb., the
state capital, a city ordinance effectively
limits building height around town to
safeguard public views of the Nebraska
State Capitol. And in Washington, D.C.,
to preserve views of important government structures, a 1910 act of Congress
limits buildings in the central business
district (with a few exceptions) from
being more than 20 feet higher than the
widths of the streets they face.
Unlike Washington, however, Austin
is not a city of public monuments. Building<; in the Austin central business district
have grown taller and taller in response
to developments in architectural technology, style aqd the economic pressures
of the marketplace. The first high rises
to break Austin's low 19th-century profile were the eight-story Scarbrough's
Building and the nine-story Littlefield
Building, both built in 1910 on opposite
corners at the intersection of Congress
Texas Architect

Capital Mortgage Building.

First City Centre.

One A merican Center.
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and Sixth. In 1924 came the 10-story
Stephen F. Austin Hotel north on
Congress a couple of blocks.
As far as Texans to Save the Capitol is
concerned, everything would have been
great had subsequent high-rise construction in Austin stayed within the height
boundaries set by Scarbrough's, The Littlefield, and the Stephen F. Austin-approximately 120 feet, or about the height
of the Capitol's lower wings beneath the
dome. This was not to be, of course. By
1929, 0. 0. Norwood had built his 14story Neo-Gothic Norwood Building a
block west of Congress and four blocks
south of the Capitol. After passage of
the new zoning ordinance in 1931, nothing rose high enough to challenge it for
years (except the Stephen F. Austin, to
which five floors were added in 1938).
Then in 1965 came the 15-story
City National Bank at Ninth and Congress, followed by the 21-story American
Bank Tower two blocks west of Congress
on Sixth Street in 1973 and the 26-story
Austin National Bank Tower at Sixth
and Congress in 1975, all granted height
variances by the Board of Adjustment.
Clearly, the city was being somewhat
lenient in its regulatory role. "When these
requests for variances came up," says
Austin architecture critic John Pastier,
"the city seems to have forgotten one
purpose of its zoning law-the protection
of the Capitol and the character of Congress A venue." Notwithstanding its
oasis-like setting, Pastier says, Austin
was becoming much more like laissezfaire Houston than Austin patriots would
have cared to admit. But Austin still
lacked the kind of development sophistication for which Houston was gaining a
certain worldwide renown. When Gerald
Hines was building Pennzoil Place in
Houston in the early '70s, Pastier points
out, he also was building the Austin National Bank Tower, the former a bold
and pacesetting departure from the architectural norm, the latter a rather hackneyed glass box. It was as though H ines
just threw the bank tower up in Austin
lo use up surplus curtainwall from the
Pennzoil project, Pastier says. "It's pretty
obvious that he was saying, 'that's good
enough for Austin.' Unfortunately, not
enough people said, 'no, that's not good
enough for Austin.' That's when the battle should have been fought."
Locked in mortal combat at this point,
Austin developers are at least trying to
meet the increasingly sophisticated demands of a growing speculative market.
D evelopment interest in Austin has

caused downtown land values to soar in
the last three years (now $50 to $75 a
square foot on Congress), along with interest rates and rents (up to S 15 a square
foot per year for prime class A office
space). Accordingly, downtown developers arc now touting their projects as sensiti vc and first class additions to the Congress A venue Historic District as well as
the central business district:
• Far from competing with the Capitol, says Capitol Mortgage Bankers, its
new high rise is designed to complement
the venerable landmark, as well as other
older buildings on the Avenue. The building's base will follow the cornice line of
adjacent 19th-century structures; windows, canopies and doors will be scaled
to the pedestrian level; and its peaked
roof and pediment is intended to relate
to distinctive pediments on the Capitol.
• The 430,000-square-foot First City
Centre (including 10,000-square-feet of
ground-floor retail), developed by BWC
& Associates of Austin, is designed by
the Austin firm Holt + Fatter + Scott in
direct response to the Congress Avenue
view corridor. The building will be
set back 57 feet from Congress, stairstepping up and back five levels to a
14-story tower. An adjoining 12-story
tower in back will sit atop an eightstory, 550-car parking garage. The
whole complex will be clad in a nonreflective tinted glass, with overhangs,
alternating with bands of earth-tone
masonry.
• Last, but certainly not least, the 33story, 500,000-square-fcet One American
Center, designed by Morris * Aubry of
Houston and developed by Austin-based
Rust Properties, is the largest of the three
major projects on Congress, virtually
consuming a whole city block bounded
by Congress, Sixth Street, Seventh Street
and Colorado. It too is designed to be
artfully complementary to its downtown
context, clad in limestone-block and precast look-alike veneer, with a terraced
building form stepping back from Sixth
Street and set back 70 feet from Congress. Two historic structures on the
block-the Sampson-Hendricks Building
(1859) and UT's 0. Henry Hall (1881)are respectfully accommodated by the
design, if somewhat overwhelmed by its
magnitude. And with 100,000 square
feet given over to retail (and space for
1,000 cars), the project- like First City
Centre-does attempt to add to the
growing mixed-use vitality of downtown.
Continued on page 81.
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Interlocking
concrete pavers.
In colors by Mobay.
For new views in
plaza design.
With eyecatching
colors and patterns.

More and more,
concrete pavers
are becoming a
prime design tool
for the American
arch itect. The
beauty, versatility
and practicality recommend
themselves wherever color and
pattern are vital elements.
Interlocking concrete pavers
bring a whole range of advantages
to the construction of plaza, courtyard, poolside or mall. Advantages
like durability. Easy, mortar-free

application. Simplified repair. Low
long-term costs and a reduction in
freeze-thaw cracking and buckling. And, of course, excellent
load-bearing capacity.
And then there's color.
Concrete pavers come in a whole
spectrum of beautiful, lasting,
earthtone colors. Bring ing an
exciting new dimension of flexibility and impact to architectural
design . And that's especially true
when those pavers are colored
with Mobay's Bayferrox pigments.
And Bayferrox pigments permeate the concrete product, giving

it color w ith warmth , texture and
permanence.
Color by Mobay. Add it to all
the other advantages of interlocking concrete pavers.
For more information about
concrete products in colors by
Mobay, write Mobay Chemical
Corporation, Inorganic Chem icals
Division, Pittsburgh, PA 15205.
e MOBAY CHEMICAL CORPORATION 1982

Color makes the difference.
Mobay makes the color.

You've designed Have you
every floor and window designed in the
in this beauty. efficiency
of Natural Gas?

You've poured over every nook and cranny of this
new building with your clients, and they're
pleased. But, when it comes to energy
consciousness ten, fifteen, even twenty years
from now, have you designed in the economy and
efficiency of natural gas?
No other energy source can provide the ease
of operation and energy savings of natural gas
heating, water heating and cooking.
Today, and especially tomorrow, natural gas
will continue to be the most dependable energy
source. While all energies face continually rising
costs, the advantages of natural gas are expected
to continue favorably.
So, next time you specify an energy source,
whether the project is big or small, choose the
energy best suited for the job ... natural gas.
You'll be building on the dependable energy
of the future that's available today.
Circle 29 on Reader Inquiry Card

TEXAS
GAS
UTILITIES
Southern Union
Gas Company
Lone Star Gas Company
Energas Company
Entex

The Cardboard Skyscrapers of Texas, 1911-1932

Postcard Views of the State's First Generation of Tall Buildings

By John Pastier

If buildings are the true record of civilization, then postcards arc the unaffected record of that record. They provide
a color illustration on one face, frequently
a printed or written statement on the
other, and are designed for convenient
storage in 4 by 6 card files. They document buildings that architectural historians and conventional-minded critics
omit from their writings for lack of space,
or that they would not be caught dead
including if they had all the space in the
world.* Postcards are the poor person's
Bannister Fletcher, purchasable in flexible
installments for just a few cents a page.
Well, at least they were. The former
penny postcard now costs as much as 25
or 30 cents brand new, and some of the
choice older ones sell for several dollars
each. And of late, architecture seems to
have declined in popularity as a subject:
In many small Texas towns with fine
courthouses, the only cards available show
a nearby lake or a generalized landscape
that may not even be in the same county.
In the larger cities, individual structures
are no longer the common subjects they
once were, and when they are, they are
more likely to be moderate-sized institutional buildings than the larger offices
and hotels. As Texas skyscrapers have
become taller, their pasteboard images
seem to have become scarcer.
The first generation of the state's tall
buildings was well-recorded on cards. In
a society that was still mainly rural, they
were seen as evidence of urban status and
tangible proof of progressive attitudes
and local prosperity. Then, as now, the
buildings were taller than one would
predict from urban population alone, and
*None of the two dozen buildings illustrated
here, for example, appear in the first postdepression history of the tall building in
America, sweepingly titled The Skyscraper,
written by Paul Goldberger, and published
late in 1981 (see page 82).
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the reasons seem to have held constant
over the decades-absence of developmental restrictions, a competitive spirit
between rival towns and entrepreneurs,
and, quite often, the cash and the investment psychology that are produced
by oil booms.
In the view of Fort Worth above, none
of the taller buildings is exceptional
architecturally, yet each is labelled as
though it were, or perhaps simply because
it is there. Repeated eleven times over,
this act of identification draws the eye
upward and transforms an ordinary urban
view into one pregnant with possibility:
Perhaps the words themselves will eventually solidify as a taller palisade of buildings, each with its own new label that
can in turn become an even higher skyscraper. In fact, the first cycle of such
an improbable process has already taken
place in Fort Worth, and in more aggressive cities such as D allas and Houston
the opening bet has been raised two or
three times, so that the older skyscrapers
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that still remain (too many have been
demolished or barbarously remodeled)
are no longer peaks but valleys in the
skyline.
Fort Worth's downtown view epitomizes the boosterism that went hand-inhand with early high rises, but the sturdy,
unremarkable structures themselves give
little hint of the architectural richness and
variety that marked so many of the slate's
first-generation skyscrapers. On the next
two pages, a dozen postcards provide a
sampling of the individual buildings that
dominated the centers of other Texas
cities, large and small, 50 to 70 years ago.
Los Angeles architecture critic John Pastier,
a contributinr: editor of Arts and A rchitecturc, is currently a research associate at UTAustin and is writing a book about the
architecture of Texas. Ile wishes to thank
Stephen Fox, of Rice University, for his
assistance with dating and a11rib111ion in this
article.
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AMICABLE LIFE INSURANCE BLDG., WACO
Sanguinet & StaaJs, 1911

MAGNOLIA PETROLEUM BLDG., DALLAS
Alfred C. Bossom , 1921

Unlikely as ii :.eems. Waco was the home of 1he 1alles1 building in 1he South until it lost the 1i1le 10 Birmingham. Today, ALICO still stands, "ith an electric sign on i1s roof and an incongruously remodeled
base 1ha1 evokes Miam i Beach on the Brazos.

Aided by an English architect. Dallas returned 1he Litle of the South·s loftiest bui lding to Texas "ith a doublewinged structure that rose nearly 400 feet. The ~obil horse. also double-" inged. was added later. The Baker
Hotel has been demolished. the Adolphus has just been remodeled by a Los Angeles firm. and 1he Mobil has
been bought by a San Francisco architect. The Tower Petroleum Building challenged no height records but
gave downtown Dalla:. a classic Moderne presence still gratifyingly visible a half-century later.

TOWER PETROLEUM BLDG. , DALLAS
Mark Lemmon, 1931
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NJELS ESPERSON BLDG ., HOUSTON
John Eberson , 1927

GULF BU/W ING, HOUSTON
Alfred C . Finn; Kenneth Franz.heim, 1929

Designed in New York. the Esperson tower surpassed the Magnolia Building and made Houston the Southern
skyscraper capital. Its culminating choragic monument enabled it 10 break the 400-foot barrier without the
help of flying horses. Two years later Gulf set a new record at 37 stories and 428 feet. its design showing the
strong influence of Eliel Saarinen ·s runner-up entry in the Chicago Tribune compe1i1ion. Even after 50 years. ii
is arguably Texas' best example of high-rise architecture.
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BASSETT TOWER, EL PA SO
Trost & Trost, 1930
Only 15 stories high but seeming much taller, Henry
Trost's hybrid of Art Deco, Chateauesque, and Chicago School influences uncontestedly remains the
fi nest skyscraper in the western half of the state.

T exas Architect
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HOTEL WOOTEN, ABILENE
David S. Castle, 1930

HOT IL -
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SETTLES HOTEL, BIG SPRING
Peters, Strange & Bradshaw, 1930

HOTEL EDSON, BEAUMONT
F. lt'. Steinman & Son; Wyatt C. Hedrick, 1929

In at least a dozen Texas towns and cities. from Port Arthur to El Paso and Mineral Wells to Corpus Christi. the tal lest bu ild ings were not offices but hote ls. Spawned by
forces as diverse as tourism, ranch ing, or loca l oil production, they were social and even economic centers of their regions. their lobbies the scene of frequent business
dealing. Each of these towers seems optimistically large for its town (Big Springs· 1930 population was less than 14,000). and the Edson even clai med the distinction of
being the tallest hotel of the state.

lllOICAL ARTS IUllDIHC, SAH ANJOHIO , TUAI

MEDICAL ARTS BLDG., SAN ANTONIO
Ralph H. Cameron, ca. 1925

$MITH YOUNG TOWU IUILOING. SAN A NTONIO,

nus

SMJJ'II-YOUNG TOWER , SAN ANTONIO
Ayres & Ayres, 1929

Odd wall angles and shaped tops are common in San Antonio highrises. Irregular street patterns usually
account for the first feature, and the ci ty's romanticism may explain the second . Unlike its counterparts in
Dallas and Fort Worth , the Medical Arts Building still stands , refurbished and renamed the Landmark Building. Smith-Young is now called Tower Life, but its top is still proudly illu minated in two colors every night.
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PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK, TYLER
Alfred C. Finn, /932
Another big building in a not so big town. this Moderne tower has been joined by a larger yet deferentia l g lass neighbor. It has also been given a verticalstriped facelift that undermines much of its original
delicacy and scale.
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On Human Scale

An Essay

By Michael Benedikt

Most of us are aware that the notion of
scale and the idea of human scale have
significance beyond architecture and
urban design. We bear, for example, that
government is too large, our corporations too powerful, that our legal system
is labyrinthine and unwieldy, that our
economic system is beyond the understanding or control of experts, that, in
all, the pace and complexity of modem
life offer enormous but frustratingly unclear possibilities for personal action.
Now the term "human scale" is implicitly value-laden. Somewhat like the
term "humanism," to mention human
scale in discussing architecture-or life in
general-is to ask for it, or regret its absence. Places that are wonderful are
pretty much bound to have human
scale-just as wonderful people are always humanists. Both make you feel
warm all over and generally philanthropic. Clearly, "human" is good, whereas
"inhuman" is bad. ("Inhuman scale''-it
conjures nightmarish images.)
If my tone is a little ironic, it is not
to denigrate human scale or to imply that
one should not more often strive to
achieve it in the environment. For to
better understand the phenomenon of
human scale one cannot start out captivated by its goodness or, worse, by the
notion that all things fall on a scale (as
it were) having human scale on one end
and inhuman scale on the other. Indeed,
two objections to a Human Scale scale
come to mind, one to its linearity, the
other to its bipolarity.
There are as many things in the world
which do not have human scale because
they are too small, too swift and unimaginably complex in operation-brain
cells for instance, or even computer chips
which are the work of our own hands
and minds-as there arc things that lack
human scale for being too big and slow,
like the pyramids, or glaciers. Our scale
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of Scale thus would have to be a "circle
of sizes," with ourselves at the top, the
north pole, bigger things curving off in
one direction, smaller things in the other,
meeting in the south pole of inhuman
scale where the indifference and constancy of the sea and the galaxies are
one with the mindlessness and evanescence of the tiny teeming processes of
life and matter itself. Up here, on the
north pole, are things we can deal with,
things we can pick on because they're
our size, man to man as it were. This is
one key to the problem of human scale.
The second objection to the Human
Scale scale arises from the first, for there
is more than one "opposite" to human
scale. We must allow not only inhuman
scale but also nonhuman scale. To confuse the two is tragic. Considering our
relationship to the nonhuman world, inasmuch as it is literally not human-made
or -thought, is the second key to understanding human scale.
If human scale is not simply a matter
of biggcr-than-us-ness, and if we need
to make a distinction between the scale
of things we make and the scale of things
we find, how can we gain some insight
into what precisely constitutes human
scale or, for that matter, whether human
scale in the environment is always appropriate?
Aliveness and Effectualness
It is good to feel alive. Actually feeling alive is probably the primordial good
feeling. But in what does "feeling alive"
consist? Being alert, healthy, tuned-in,
effectual- these are some of the main
components, and it is the last-the feeling of being effectual- that has particular bearing on the issue of human
scale. One knows one is alive when one's
actions have an observable effect on an
otherwise indifferent world of persons
and things. (If you are totally ineffectual,
you might as well be dead, right?) The

range of evidence that one is alive is
wide, however. Some are satisfied with
hammering a nail or training a dog, some
o~ly with command over the destiny of
a thousand strangers. Nor, in the matter
of effectualness, is there any intrinsic
difference between constructive and destructive action. Chainsawing firewood or
cultivating a stand of spruce-in either
case we leave our mark as individuals.
As families, as groups, as societies, but
especially as individuals, if effectual we
must be, what are we to do or feel about
that which we cannot affect? These are
things which are either too large or too
complex to be impacted by our presence.
We mind the si1e of a bureaucracy less
than we mind its inability lo get things,
our things, noticed, let alone done. Similarly, we cannot move mountains, slow
the tide, tame the wilderness. We cannot
change the weather to suit a ball game.
Toward these things we can react in two
ways: with acceptance or rejection, and
each of these in two ways again: acceptance that is grateful there are some
things in the world that we aren't dreaming or manipulating and that can serve
as standards of external reality, or acceptance that is resignation and defeat;
rejection that fuels greater ambition
through cooperation to change the world
to suit us-as when we join the seas with
a canal or turn to genetic engineering
with recombinant DNA-or rejection
that is frustration and anger.
Whal I am proposing, then, is that
human scale is not a matter of the sheer
size of things relative lo ourselves, but
of the effect we can have upon them.
Whereas inhuman scale is a quality of
places and systems that are oblivious to
our existence but that ought not to be,
nonhuman scale, on the other hand, may
be just fine, whether taken as a challenge to act as gods, or as an imperturbable backdrop to our vanity.
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Up on the roof, Houston .

Dallas City Hall: nonhuman or inhuman?
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How does this analysis throw light on
the question of human scale in architecture?
H uman Scale in Architecture
When a building is handmade it almost necessarily has, displays, human
scale. For one, the size of building
parts has to do with their manipulability
and, by implication, human strength and
ingenuity relative to their weight. Their
connections are often a record of the
building's being put together. What is
evidently put together can be seen as
take-apartable and changeable, hence
potentially subject to our will. Even
buildings that are very large and hard to
imagine changing-like Chinese wood
temples-display their crafted summative quality and the patience exercised
in completing them. Strictly speaking,
however, few buildings today are handmade. The sizes and strengths and
weights of building parts and the power
of machinery to transport, hoist and fix
them have steadily increased. The human
scale of, say, modern commercial buildings has less to do with the construction
process than the necessity for certain
minimum elements to remain manipulable-such as windows and doors-or
sized to the human figure- such as handrails and ceiling heights. Le Corbusier's
Modulor was an attempt to achieve this
kind of human scale by adopting a dimensioning system tied directly to absolute-if idealized-human dimensions
and extrapolated into a universal and
mathematically attractive system. He
knew that, with modern building technology, scale could become irrelevant or
at least subservient to other considerations. Perhaps his earlier vision of Ville
Radieuse came to scare him, too. (Leonardo's Vitruvian man, one should note,
stood for something quite different than
Le Corbusier's Modulor man. In the
former, proportionality and ideal form
were the issues rather than actual or absolute sizes. Renaissance palazzi for
example, for all their wonderful intraproportionality, are surprisingly enormous against real human figures. Modulor man's hand touches the ceiling;
Vitruvian man was not supposed to be
comfortable in his six-foot square and
circle.)
Today it is a cliche to see 40-story
buildings with blank curtain walls as
symbolizing faceless corporations (I am
not sure that 40 stories of exposed structure is any better). These buildings are
without the human scale of constructedness or "effectability." (Philip Johnson
may "break the box" as though allowing
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Soltolm Housing Estate, Kampenborg,
Gentofte, Arne Jacobsen, 19.50.

Doldertal Apartments, Zurich, Marcel
Breuer, 1934.
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human imprint-yours and mine-but
he is in fac t quite cooly engaged in the
game of corporate image one-upmanship.)
But this can be no simple diatribe
agains t large office buildings (you know
how it goes) fo r a num ber of reasons.
T hese buildings have interiors, which,
depending on the management and design, can be personalized to a greate r or
lesser extent with individual choices in
color, furn iture, memorabilia, cl imate,
lighting, and even work schedule. The experience of the building's scale is also
mediated by the effectualness of the individual in the social organization, his or
her understanding of the organization and
commitment to its goals. T hus, on the
interior, the building may well have human scale. Nor is it clear whether, as a
class, tall downtown buildings are inhuman in scale or nonhuman. Though
very likely a source o( pride to owner
and arch itect, there is no reason why a
large cooperative feat in the form of an
office building also should not be seen
by its users and daily viewers as something that aspires to the nonhuman scale
of landscape, as though technology and
economics had given inevitability to its
presence and justness to its size and
shape, just as natural forces shape the
land. Thus the building's size and indifference can be accepted positively.
The thesis of effectualness as the basis
for human scale also tells us that visitors
are more likely than habitues to perceive as inhuman the scale of, say, downtown Houston. Why? Because outsiders
have no effect and think they ought to.
The buildings shun them. Sailing the
freeway, visitors see bui ldings pass like
so many icebergs. Open doors along
a small-town sidewalk beckon and engage; not so a tight glass entrance across
a parking lot.
But if si7 c and repetitiveness have their
perils, so too do smallness and overarticulation. We sec this in so many
housing (read condominium) projects
where achieving human scale is a major
concern . Gables and chimneys and walls
and little roofs going this way and that
can all add up to terminal cuteness. Endless variety becomes tiresome as these
buildings break up and squirm to please.
Without the severity and grace of things
natural and necessary, they arc often
mirrors to our eclectic whims. Little
squares and litlle fountains, little shutters and little porches, do not lend human
scale, only a caricatu re of an imagined
long-gone village life. We might look with

new respect at some classic "middlcmodcrnist" work: Breuer's Doldertal
apartments or Jacobsen's housing in Soholm, for example, where the modernist
penchant for impersonality and a certain
s trictness of fo rm combine with an easy
consciousness of the silc and individuality of the dweller. The same sense of scale
is often found in agricultural buildings,
West Texas cotton gins and mills fo r
example, which, in the disposition of
archetypal (and not un-house-like)
forms respond unselfconsciously to the
practicality of tractors l'urnirlg and the
paces that make a day's work.
Finally we are led back to that most
elusive sense of aliveness of the need
to sec our effe ct on the environment.
r
Imagine the following. You are walking down a huge hall-like room toward
a distant desk behind which sits a man
who is waiting for you. You can hardly
make him out. Your steps echo. The
walls arc featureless or perhaps have a
repetitive motif. Though you know that
each pace surely brings you closer, you
do not sense the difference. You walk
as on a treadmill. This building, this
man, is denying your existence. Not only
do you have no effect on the place or
situation, your very motion is ineffectual- even to you. Something is going on
he re that is a little di ffe rent than what
we have discussed. Whereas we may or
may not have an effect on our environment, we always expect to have an effect on 011r.\'<'IV<'S through a sensed changing relation to a fixed and real world.
Ou r aliveness and our sense of mobilityboth physical and mental- arc inextricably bound up. One senses oneself through
the envi ronment.
Go back to this room. All that is
needed arc signs of progress-the parallax effect of a colonnade, a change in
level, a view come ancl gone. Scaling
spatial ar ticulation and richness of incident to the speed of individual movement is of course a design principle
long in use (more so perhaps since Team
I O's and Peter and Alison Smithson's
work on urbanism in the 1950s), but I
think we know now a little better why
it is valid.
It follows that fee ling alive is not
on ly the result of a satisfactory giveand-takc between a person and his humanly scaled physical world but can
arise also in relation to nature and places
made without particular regard to human
size or actual effectualness; i.e., from
places of nonhuman scale. The wake of a
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Co-op, Ballinger, Texas. "... the paces that make a day's work."

boat, the wind on our face, the rock displaced underfoot, the trees flicking by as
we d rive- neither sea nor air nor hill nor
tree care that we exist or remember our
passing, yet they suffice to make us feel
alive.
I think buildings should be comfortable. They should fall to hand and be
used. But this is not enough, nor is the
appeal for human scale. Even as we
strive for the divine and the divine is not
human, so do we strive to make our
buildings more than big servants. They
carry the eternal in light and shade, substance and void. We send our photographers out to catch them doing that.
Michael Benedikt, a fr equent contributor to
Texas Architect, is an associate professor at
the U11i1•er:;ity of T exas at Austin School of
Architecture.

Alley, downtown San Angelo. Going home.
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Urban Settings: A Portfolio

Photography by Paul Hester

Houston architectural
photographer Paul
Hester is a graduate
of Rice University
and the Rhode Island
School of Design. He
has taught at Rice and
the University of
Houston, and
has received several grants from the
National Endowment for the Arts and other
institutions. He serves as president of the
llouston Center for Photography and currently is producing a series of panoramic
Houston photos for the Cultural Arts Council. Hester's work has been widely published
and exhibited and has appeared in several
.\pecial publications, including La Arquiteclura : Spanish Influences on Houston Archi-
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tecture and Our Ancestors' Graves: Houston's Historic Cemeteries.
This portfolio of images was drawn from
Hester's work in Houston during the period
1978-198 l. While the photographs were not
conceived as a set, they have been assembled here to convey a collective impression
of the urban environment as a multifaceted
setting for human activity. These pictures
are about geometry and scale, the sheer awesomeness of urban form . They show us
hardness, slickness, and the abundant sheell
of forced llewness. They capture with great
finesse the harsh interplay of sunlight and
buildings and people. And, throughout, we
sense that vague 111Jeasiness which too often
taints the relatiollship of people with the
city.-L.P.F.

Looking east from parking garage, Federal
Land Bank, 1980.
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Looking southwest from Te1111eco, 1981.
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1100 Milam Building, 1980.

Entrance to tunnel system, llousto11 Center. 1980.
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LQoking so111heast from Houston Center, 1978.
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Waiting for the bus, Preston Street, 1980.

Looking for the bus, Main Street, 1978.
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Computer-Aided Design

One Firm's Assessment

EDITOR'S NOTE: In view of the growing
intere.ft in the computer as a means of increasing producti1•ity, we asked the Houstonbased firm JD/ International for a report 011
its experience with Computer Aided Design
(CAD ) and an assessment of CAD's potential as a design tool. The followi11g is
JD/l's response.

Rarely has a new technological tool
created such a stir among design professionals as the Computer Aided
Design/ Drafting (CAD) system. Reports
of computer wizardry excite the design
world's imagination, but the most pertinent question asked by both administrative and technical personnel remains:
Is CAD a productive tool for the design
industry right now?
At 3O/lnternational, the answer is
yes. Within the 30/ 1 framework, which
includes five major design divisions and
450 employees, CAD is an efficient and
productive design and drafting tool.
One of 3O/l's first projects to be
developed on CAD, the Bass Brothers'
twin-tower City Center in Fort Worth,
provides an excellent example of the
system's capabilities in a multi-service
project. An unusual design by 30 / 1 and
design architect Paul Rudolph produced
two nearly identical 32- and 37-story
towers. For the City Center project, aJI
plans, building sections and elevations,
both engineering and architectural, were
developed on CAD. Although the basic
floor plans were similar, several jutting
vertical exterior wall sections necessitated
a significant number of different plans,
some 27 in all. "Manually, these changes
would have entailed arduous manhours
and delayed the construction schedule,"
says project architect Robert Mason, who
credits CAD with reducing the time
required to produce construction documents by almost one half.
The immediate benefits realized from
CAD have been higher quality documeo-
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talion, more effective facility planning,
more accurate and comprehensive analysis approaches-such as energy conservation and environmental considerationsand a significant reduction in time-consuming manual production. Additionally,
CAD drawings provide a quickly usable
reference base for future modifications.
All documents produced by CAD can
be easily reduced, enlarged, or modified,
then reproduced in minutes on mylar or
vellum-a tremendous advantage to
architects who traditionally spend hours,
or even weeks, to reproduce documents
manually or photographically during
the evolution of a design. A corollary
advantage is the ability to produce design
plans at a fraction of the cost of manual
methods. Presently, productivity ratios
can go as high as 3: I or 4: 1, depending
upon the nature of the project, and are
expected to increase to 6: 1 and more in
the future. The production and design
quality benefits of CAD translate into
direct savings through reduced design
and documentation time, better managed
projects, and fewer field modifications.
CAD also has the ability to produce area
calculations for the client, including gross
square footage, net rentable space, and
net usable space for accurate estimates
of project cost and returns.
Typically, there are several hundred
layers of information which must be
developed in the design process, such as
location of column grid lines, structural
columns, elevators, stairs and electrical
systems. Input from various design
divisions into these different layers must
be superimposed to avoid incompatible
a/ e design involving such considerations
as mechanical systems and core wall
placement. Without CAD, this task is
still done manually, floor plan by floor
plan; with CAD, it can be completed
rapidly with absolute accuracy.
Although computers have been ex-
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Above are CAD-generated drawings of Fort
Worth's City Center. As illustrated i11 this
series of plans, various layers of information
can be combined at will.
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Drawings on this page courtesy of Engineering
Graphics Technology, HouS/on. All other drawings
produced by 3D / ltiternational.
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tensively utilized in architectural and
engineering design processes, CAD use
now is expanding into 3D/ I's Planning
Division. Studies involving extensive
land analysis and environmental site data,
always a time-consuming process and
often neglected in architectural projects,
can now be produced in hours so as to
free time for creative thinking.
The time required to become proficient
on CAD is usually two to three months,
although training may be completed in
several weeks. At 3D/ I, technical personnel usually are trained for a particular
project and, quite often, one person
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system installed aad operadopll, the
staff to ananage ii and explaip it. and
the expertise to devdop spec:Uic ....
ware applicatiom. Tho
QIO the bunM
of~
office, pmdauiq plOdtlcdon ldices
diNcdy from EOToraeacllnaMsonnel there to udllze thelytlCID. Or,
ia the case of tarp projects ad_.,
tended iavolvement, an ia-bouN
tertninal can be connected
lines to the aervic:e bureatl's ~ Tbo whole idea behind dao bureau.
Engelken says, is to make it all leu
painful...It's a way for ardliteCII to
get their feet wet,
to
take the plun,e."
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remains the "CAD" person on the design
team. As with most technological innovations, certain personnel are more inclined to use a new system, and they
quickly adapt. The premise has been that
it is better to train an architect or engineer in the use of CAD than to train a
computer-operator to design a building.
While CAD has proved itself as a
useful tool, it is not a panacea. The
computer will never be a substitute for
sound design judgement, indispensable
though it is as a facilitator of creativity.
And CAD does pose certain problems
and difficulties. The technology is expanding at an incredible rate, requiring
substantial resources to remain competitive. New hardware and software programs are constantly being introduced.
.,.P resent pen printers, for example, take
30 to 45 minutes to reproduce a drawing,
whereas new electrostatic plotters will
reduce that time to a minute or less.
Another consideration for a firm
implementing CAD is the necessity for
reorganizing the design process. CAD's
enormous capabilities require streamlined
design methods, which have an impact on
the entire design team, as well as the
client and contractor. Once the system is
in place, however, the design team has
the ability to consider and evaluate more
alternatives, resulting in better designed
buildings and time and cost savings for
both architect and client.
Visions of CAD communication
among clien t, architect and engineer,
and contractors are no longer abstract.
Trends indicate that, eventually, these
systems will be as common as the drafting board and pencil are today. "In the
future, however, the most successful
'computer architects' will be those who
do more than merely replace the T-square
with the electronic pen," says George
McDermott, a 3D/ I vice president who
has worked extensively with CAD .
"These architects will use the computer
as a means of significantly advancing
aesthetic and economic concerns of the
built environment, a pro:::ess that often
requires conceptual and aesthetic breaks
with practices that may have taken a
lifetime to develop."
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Our Top-Of-The-Line Producer
Will Improve Your Bottom Line
We'll be straight with you. If you
want to draw the line on spiraling
costs, we've got a Producer for you.
The Producer, an electronic drafting
system developed by Ba-usch and Lomb,
can increase productivity in your
drafting intensive firm from three to
fifteen times. The Producer can h elp
your drafters all but eliminate repetitive
detail work and routine revisions.
And, our Producer was designed
with a very affordable bottom line of
its own. Call us ... we'll be glad to give
you the details.

~

DRAFTING

I

SY S TEM

For more information:

BAUSCH & LOMB~

In Austin, call Eric Stenning at (512) 837-1043
In Dallas, call Craig LaDue at (214) 458-0415
In Houston, call Vic Celman at (713) 266-6750
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New Texas Fellows

'/'nz Texas Architects Elected to AJA College of Fellows

Fitzgerald

Morehead

Rapp

George

Ten Texas architects will be among 81 AJA
members nationwide invested into the lnstitute's College of Fellows June 6 during the
AJA national convention in Honolulu,
Hawaii. Fellowship is a lifetime honor bestowed for outstanding contributions to the
profession of architecture. Aside from the
A/A Gold M edal, which may be awarded
each year to one architect from anywhere i11
the world, A/A Fellowship is the Jnstitute's
highest honor. All AJA Fellows may use the
initials FA IA after their names to reflect the
high esteem in which th ey are held by the
profession. With the followi11g brief sketches
o f their careers, Texas Architect pays tribute
to these Texas architects who have accomplished so much for themselves, their profession and those who have beheld their
work.

Bill Booziotis
Thomas, Booziotis & Associates
Dallas

Zemanek

Moy/June 1982

With a bachelor's degree in architecture
from the University of Texas at Austin
(1957) and a master's degree from MIT
(1960), Dallas native Bill Booziotis has
done much to increase alumni financial
support for both institutions. In addition
to directing a successful fundraising campaign for the UT School of Architecture,
Booziotis also founded the School's
Dean's Council, a body of "friends of the
School," now numbering 85, that helps
generate support from around the state.
During his tenure as a leader of MIT
graduate school of architecture alumni,

financial support for the school increased
three-fold, resulting in Booziotis' being
awarded MIT's Lobdell Distinguished
Service Award. Lending his effective
leadership to civil affairs, Booziotis organized a conference in Dallas in 1965
that brought together some 400 Texas
civic leaders and MIT experts to explore
"The City in the Year 2000 A. D." In addition, Booziotis has served as a trustee
of the Dallas Museum of Fine Arts and
was instrumental in drafting the museum's nationally influential code of ethics.
He also has lectured on architecture and
art at Rice, Texas A&M and UT-Arlington and helped write the classic The Prairies Yield: Forces Shaping Dallas Archit ecture from 1840 to 1962, and Detour:
S ee for Yourself Art in Dallas, a guide to
Dallas architecture and public art.

James Falick
The Falick/Klein Partnership
Houston
James Falick, director of health facilities
for the Houston firm The Falick/Klein
Partnership, has been a major influence
in guiding trends in health-care design in
recent years away from the institutional
and closer to the humanistic. During a
10-year tenure at CRS in Houston, from
1964 to 1974, he developed a progressive
health facilities group that is still winning
awards for the firm (see Texas Architect,
March/ April 1982, page 48). Falick also
has taught as a lecturer and adjunct professor at eight schools of architecture, including Rice, Columbia, Princeton, the
University of Wisconsin and the Harvard
Graduate School of Design. A New York
native, Falick graduated from high school
in Brooklyn in 1952. After attending
Johns Hopkins and New York Universities, he went on to Columbia University,
where he received his bachelor's degree
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in architecture in 196 1 and a mas ter's
degree in architecture in 1963. After I 0
years with CRS, he joined with Jrwing R.
Klein in 1974 to form the J louston firm
The Falick/Klein Partnership and since
then has played a significant ro le in designing over 60 health-care facilities nationwide.

Richard Fitzgerald
Richard Fitzgerald & Partners
Houston
In a city tha t thrives on unbridled investment construction, Richard Fitzgerald has
given Houston developers an a rchitecture
of sophistication and constraint. Since
establishing his Houston fi rm in 1963, he
has designed a host of specula tive buildings in Houston distinguished by their
simplicity, materials and proportionsand by their completion on time and
with in budget. These projects include the
Gateway Office Building, Metropolitan
F urnitu re Store, Coldwell Banker Building, the Todd Road Distribu tion Center
and the G raus tark Street Townhouses. By
achieving a maximum of quality wi th a
minimum o( means, Fitzgerald has done
much to raise the aesthetic standards of
I louston 's dollar-minded develope rs. Fitzgerald's resulting reputa tion has led to his
repeated selection to be an associate
architect on llouston projects wi th such
nationally prominent figures as Philip
Johnson, John Burgcc, LM. Pei, Charles
Moore and Lorenzo Piano. A native of
Jrouston, Fitzgerald graduated from SL
Thomas High School in Houston in 1948
then wen t on to Texas A&M, where he
received his bachelor's degree in architecture in l 953.

Reagan George
Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum
Dallas
Reagan George, director of o perations for
HOK in Dallas, has most recently been
involved as principal-in-charge o r project
director in HOK's proposed Main Place
project in downtown Houston, The Forum in San An tonio and P rudential Insurance Offices in Las Colinas near Dallas, now under construction. Previously,
as a partner in the Dallas firm The Architects Partnership, George developed quite
a reputation as a specialist in camp planning and design, due largely to his ability
to deal with the volunteer committee
client in steering the program away from
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more stereotypical approaches. Demonstrating an eq ually progressive nack in
serving his profession and community,
George has been president o f the Dallas
AIA C hapter, on the board of trus tees of
the Historic Preservation League, on the
City of Dallas' Urban Design Task Force
and has been instrumental in creating the
Dallas chapter's popular bookstore in the
Quadrangle shopping center (of which
he was project architect) and Environmental A warencss Committee. He also
was the author of a key working paper
in the Texas Society of Architects' acclaimed Texas Tomorrow Goals Program . George was born in Ardmore,
Okla., but reared in Dallas, where he
grad uated from Woodrow Wilson H igh
School in 1954. He received his bachelor's degree in architecture in 1959 from
Texas A & M and, after a stint in the
Army, worked in the offices o f William 8. Tabler in New York, Pratt, Box &
Hcndcr~on in Dallas and was a partner
in the Dall a~ firm The Architects Partnership fo r 13 years before joining
HOK 's Dallas office in 198 l.

James C. Morehead, Jr.
Rice University
Houston
Florida native James C. Morehead, Jr.,
with a bachelor's degree in m athematics
from Princeton and a master's in architec ture from Carnegie Institute, first
came to R ice in 1940 as an assistant professor of arch itectu re. During the d istinguished professional as well as academic career that followed, Morehead not
only served as chairman of the department of architecture and as i.inivcrsity
registrar but also co-au thored several
volumes of textbooks and practiced architecture with the Houston firms Wilson,
Morris & Crain, Morehead & Ransom
Arc hitects and Dunaway & Jones Architects. Morehead also maintained a n active involvement in local professional and
civic affn irs, scrvin~ as treasurer of the
I lo uston Chapter AJA, and on the planning and zoning commission, as commissioner o f permits a nd as chief building in1, pcctor for the city of Piney Point
Village, a Houston suburb. He was
named a fu ll professor at R; icc in 195 1
and ret ired as a professor emeri tus in
1979, upon whic h he received the Mentor Recognition Award for·his "outstanding contributions to the student body at
Rice University."

Raymond R. Rapp, Jr.
The Rapp Partners
Galveston
Raymond Rapp, president and chairman
of the Galveston-based firm T he Rapp
Partne rs, is a second generation architect
who in turn has begotten a third. The
parent firm was originally established in
G alveston by his father, Raymond Rapp,
Sr., in 1921. Following World Wa r IJ, in
which he served as an Army officer in
the Pacific, Raymond Jr. joined the firm
for a 13-year internship, having attended
two years of college before the war. In
1959 he was licensed to practice architect ure by the Texas Board of Architectural Examiners and certified by the Na,. tional Council of Architectural Registration Boards. In the years since, Rapp has
been involved in the design of some 1,400
projects in the Houston-Galveston area
and has reared a son to be an architect,
Don Rapp, who practices out of the
firm's Bellaire office. Raymond Rapp
also has been active in civic and professional affairs, serving as chairman of the
Galveston City Planning Commission,
president and director of the Houston
Chapter AJA and was instrumental in
sett ing up the Texas Society of A rchitects' renowned Disaster Action, I nc.,
which furnishes professional assistance to
communities that have suffered natural
o r man-made disasters (sec page 26).

James R. Rucker
Killebrew / Rucker/ Associates
Wichita Falls
James Ronald (Ronn ie) Rucker, a native
of Bowie, is pres ident o ( the Wichita
Fa lls firm Kille brew/ Rucker/ Associates
and a 1962 g raduate of Texas Tech with
a bachelor's degree in a rchitecture. Since
establish ing his partncr~h ip wi t h Wichita
Falls architect James Killebrew in 1968,
Rucker has gracefully combined an active practice wi th generous service to his
profession and his community. He has
served as secretary/treasurer, vice president and president of the Wichita Falls
AJA Chapter, as secretary, treasurer and
d irector of the Texas Society of Architects and as a member of the NCARB/
AJA National Coord inating Committee
for Intern Architect Development. Appointed by t he governor to the Texas
Board of Architectural Examiners in
1975, Ruc ker also has been a secretary/
treasurer, vice chairman and chairman
of the TBAE. Locally, he has served on
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numerous civic advisory committees, in~ludinr the Mayor's Advisory Board on
I 1ml U\c Control and the City's Redevelopment and Reconstruction Com11111tre following the disastrous 1979 tor1111111 in Wichita Falls. Rucker also is a
111r111hcr of the board of directors of the
Southwest National Bank and treasurer
nl the Horal Heights United Methodist
l hun:h.

I)owning Thomas
I homas, Booziotis & Associates
l>ullas
In 11.1rtnership since 1968 with Dallas
11cl111cct Bill Booziotis (also a newly
11 mc<l AIA Fellow), D owning T homas

11 is developed an enviable reputation in
I >~11.,s as a top-notch designer and a tireI s public servant. He has won four de' 11 .,wards for bis architectural p rojects
I 1\ well as a first prize in a D allas Mu11111 of Fine Arts furniture design comp t1llnn) and has served on some 30
1v11: and professional boards, task forces
,nd rommittees. As chairman of the
( lly's l rban Design Task Force, director
of the Historic Preservation League and
p1csi<lcnt of the Dallas Chapter A IA,
I hum.is helped bust the notorious bank1118 practice of urban "red-lining" and
,w two historic and endangered D allas
11c1ghborhoods-Munger Place and the
W1ls11n Block-placed on the National
l{q;1s1cr of Hbtoric Places. Thomas also
h 1~ done much to raise the architectural
t 111d.1rds of Dallas public schools. Serv11111 on various Dallas school district, city
1ml local AJA chapter committees, he
helped draft a position paper recom111rnding that the city commit a fixed percentage of its school construction budget
to incorporating works of art into school
huildings. He also secured a $50,000
11111111 for the Dallas Independent School
I >istricl to create a new design approach
rm .in inner-city school. T homas is a
11 111ve of Chattanooga, Tenn. Following
l:Omhat service in France du ring World
W.1r II, he attended the Massachusetts
ln\litute of Technology, where he rel:Clvcd a bachelor's degree in architecture
111 1949.

Marcus R. Tucker
31> /International
llouston
M ,re fucker, senior vice president and
d1rcdor of architectural design for 3D /
Ma~/June 1982

International in Houston, graduated in
1964 with a bachelor's degree in architecture from Texas T ech. After practicing with several firms in South T exas,
during which he worked on the Padre
Island National Seashore development,
among other award-winning projects,
Tucker joined 3D/I (then Neuhaus +
Taylor) in 1969 as director of interior
architecture, the firm's first. Since 1971
he has done much to promote the importance of interior architecture in the
process of building design, helping to
create a special committee on interior
design within the organization of the
I rouston Chapter AIA, the Texas Society
of Architects and the A JA. Tucker also
was co-founder and first chairman of the
H ouston Interior Architecture Awards
Program in 1973 and co-founder and
first chairman of the H ouston AI A/
Home & Garden residential design
awards program (see page 26).

John Zemanek
University of Houston
Houston
John Zemanek, an associate professor of
architecture al the University of Houston, is a native of Fort Bend County,
near Houston. Following his graduation
from high school in 1939, he went on to
Texas A & M, where he received his
bachelor's degree in architecture in 1943.
After 39 combat missions as an officer
in the I 5th Air Force during World War
II, Zemanck attended the University of
Texas on the G. I. Bill, receiving bachelor's and master's degrees in architecture
from there in 1947. H e then went on to
Harvard, where he received a master's
degree in city planning in 1949. Following l O years of travel, study and practice
abroad, Zemanek started his own Houston firm in 1960 and his teaching career
at the University of Houston in 1962. He
became an assistant professor of architecture in 1964 and an associate professor
of architecture in 1969. Although primarily a teacher, Zemanek also has designed numerous award-winning projects
( mainly residential), many of which reflect a distinctive Japanese lightness of
form and materials which he embraced
while studying and practicing in the
Orient. As a teacher of architecture,
Zemanek also has imparted the fruits of
his foreign study to his students, introducing the university's first courses on
oriental art and architecture; Wright, Corbusier and Mies; and Post-Modernism.

From all indications, says critic Pastier,
One American Center is by far the best
of the current Congress Avenue projects.
Although the project may be a net
gain for downtown Austin, all thi ngs
considered, it will result in some symbolic losses. In sp ite of its monumental
scale, One American Center will not
fully replace its humble predecessor, a
low-rise, buff-brick Woolworth's store
built in the 1940s. For years, residents
of old neighborhoods near downtownmostly low-income in recent yearsgathered there on the northwest corner
of Sixth and Congress to shop, drin k coffee and wait for the bus. P utting a 33story office, hotel and retail complex in
its place-regardless of architectural
quality-represents a kind of commercial gentrification in downtown Austin,
replacing a more broadly based retail
marketplace with nothing but expensive
hotel rooms, boutiques and fern bars.
The project also is far bigger than need
be, says Texans to Save the Capitol. Although in clear violation of the height
ordinance, in their view, One American
Center won't so much be too tall as it
will be too massive, creating a glut of
downtown office space upon scheduled
completion in 1984, when other urban
needs will be far more pressing.
Indeed, the Downtown Revitalization
T ask Force, feeling somewhat rushed
into isolating building height as the paramount urban issue in Austin, points to
others of equal importance: parking,
building bulk, density, historic preservation, energy conservation, all part of the
big planning picture. If not the most
critical issue, however, limiting building
height may be the most complex. Legal
problems of property rights vs. eminent
domain complicate the matter, raising the
simple question of fairness. Planners and
developers both say that the problem lies
in imposing building height restrictions
on downtown property owners who have
as much right to preserve the fair market
value of their real estate as the public has
to preserve views of the Capitol. Nevertheless, guarding the visual sanctity of
the Capitol is an issue that no one in
Austin really wants to oppose. "It's like
Motherhood and Apple Pie," says one
city planner. Nor does anyone want to
argue the fact that Austin, with the State
Capitol as its centerpiece, is a unique
Texas city with special charms. T he real
problem lies in preserving the very urban
quality of Austin that attracted all this
attention in the first place.
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Books

The Skyscraper is Almost All Right

By Larry Good
The Skyscraper, by Paul Goldberger. Alf red A. Knopf, New York, N.Y. 180
pages, 2 17 illustrations, $25 (hardbound).
Reviews of New York Times architecture critic Paul Goldberger's book, The
Skyscraper, have appeared in the A/A
Journal, Progressive Architeclure, The
Dallas Morning News and more. Most
serious reviews have dismissed this book
as a superficial aesthetic history, inappropriately written with a New York
slant, predictable in its examples and
mediocre in its photography. The book is
all these things, but like its subject matter, it's still "almost all right." For not
only is The Skyscraper enjoyable to read,
it also offers comment on density, design
and the urban "spirit" which Texans (who
will certainly bui ld the most skyscrapers
in the l 980s) should thoughtfully consider.
It is apparent from the preface that
the author is going to inflect his study toward New York. Goldberger praises the
city's flamboyan t and theatrical structures, epitomized by that "Mozart of Skyscrapers," The Woolworth Building, and
compares the mood and spirit of New
York to that of Chicago. Altogether different trails were developing in both
cities in the late 19th century which
would shape their future identities.
Chicago, in the American heartland, was
the home of young skyscraper theorists
influenced by new technology and new
forms of expression for tall buildings. In
New York, international trade encournged the import of culture which manifested itself in Second Empire or Gothic
detail on romanticnlly composed towers.
And in Manhattan, more than anywhere,
geography, land costs and transit encouraged the concentration of these
structures lo a density that generated by
the 1930s a zestful, albeit congested
urban life.
It is the rich visual qunlity of the New
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Rockefeller Center, New York.

York skyline and individual buildings
that Goldberger finds captivating. The
Chrysler Building, for instance, is "romantic and irrational, yet stopping just
short of being foolish." In a similar vein,
the author subscribes to the philosophy
of Rockefeller Center collaborator Raymond Hood, who considered the skyscraper a catalyst to an enlivened city.
"Congestion is good," said Hood. "New
York is the first place in the world where
a man can work wi thin a ten minute walk
of one-quarter million people ... Think
how this expands the field from which
we can choose our friends, our co-workers, and contncts; How easy it is to develop a constant interchange of tho~ght."
A generally underrated designer, Hood
was concerned with poetry and romance
on one hand, and order and context on
lbc other. Nowhere is this bnlancc more
apparent than at Rockefeller Center
(1929-40). Goldberger correctly emphasizes Hood's Rockefeller Center as an
important model for skyscrapers and skyscraper groupings-a first example, in

fact, of a carefully conceived mixed-use
project which has yet to sec its peer.
Rockefeller Center celebrates congestion,
~ yet the buildings have an undeniable
order in their relationships to each other.
The centerpiece, the 70-story RCA
Building (which was "sculpted" by Hood,
we are told), possesses the power of a
simple Tntcrnational Style slab, yet was
given poetic grace by the addition of thin
cascading setbacks to each of the long
sides of the slab. Selection of limestone
and dark metal spandrels for all of the
original buildings lends a sense of dignity
that makes them appear to be "designed
for the ages."
But, in the 1950s a new model appeared. With the completion in 1952 of
Ski.dmore Owings & Merrill's Lever
House and in 1958 of Mies Van der
Robe's and Phillip Johnson's Seagram
Building, New York was opened up. At
both the ground level and above, light
poured into the tight city. New York's
street walls, rows of buildings extending
block after block, arc a crucial part of
the city's visual identity created by the
grid . Until S.O.M. and Mies, every building had a responsibility to line up with
its neighbors and be a part of a greater
whole. Still, the carefully proportioned
and beautifully detailed plaza of Seagram
was so liberating in the I 950s that new
zoning laws were written to grant floor
area ratio bonuses in return for the creation of street level plazas. The result in
New York and elsewhere was a spate of
sheer glass towers on windswept plazas,
all lacking the refined elegance of Seagram.
l n his earlier work, The City Observed:
New York, Goldberger elaborates on the
problem of the multiplication of imitation Scagrams, represented by New
York's Third Avenue:
The joy that characterized New York's
architecture for so long, lhe zest of the
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sk)scrapers of the I 920s that made one
INgct how harsh was the city of which
the} were a part, seems lost. What joy is
there in Third Avenue? What presence,
cicn, is there in Third Avenue?
Indeed, what joy is there in downtown
I) ,11,,~'! W hat presence is there on Iloustu11's We,t Loo p? In Texas it is the Sea., ,1111 model which dominates. Here, on
lhe p1 .11ne, e ven prior to having a street
\\ 111 lo hrea k, our cities arc getting plaza
11p1111 pl,11a such as the Arco Building
11111 I irst C ity Center on Thanksgiving
'-1111 11 111 D allas. Who needs a plaza on a
pl,m1'/ Would Gertrude Stein tell us that
there i, no there there?
Ncwrt heless, a sizeable number of
l \Its buildings arc surveyed in The Sky1apa. Unfortunately, however, none
11 c discussed from the standpoint of real
on1cxt, but rather as isolated events
w11h strong visual imagery. Pennzoil
Pl 1cc b called "a dazzling abstraction"' c11111pkx possessing the most recogniz1hlc \kyscraper top since The Empire
St 11c Building. Its eyecatching form is
iust right" for Houston·s strong image.
I he H}att Regency at Reunion is " the
I c I ot the Portman imitations" beckonIng .,t the edge of a freeway like "the
I 111c1,1ld City." Post Oak Central in
11i,11ston has nostalgic associations "alluding to t he romance of Art Deco." App 11cntly the author was conf used about
l ex,,\· tallest building, I. M. Pei's Texas
l 0111merce Tower in Houston, which he
tiled "round and full of cut-in sections
ml projecting sections ... rather disco, dant." (I, frankly, would describe this
de,111 pentagonal extrusion as serene.)
l'clli\ Four Leaf Towers Condominium
h 1s, in it'I pyramidal roofs, "symbols of
do111esttci ty" at the top. About the Rell 1hlic8ank Center in Houston, designed
by Johnson/ Burgee and now under cont111ct1on, Goldberger has mixed feelings.
On one hand, the building is rcminis._1:nt of the most romantic expressionist
kyline views of the 1930s; but, on the
other, the author feels that "the archilc1.:t have been so eager to let us sample
their historical wares that they have given them all to us in a single building!"
11111 the strongest praise for any of the
new buildings surveyed is reserved for
1louston's Transco Tower, also by Johnon Burgee. Goldberger feels that this is
one of o nly a handful of new buildings
(ll.111cry Park City and the Chicago Board
of I radc being the others), which suc1.:e~,fully blends the romantic impulses of
lhc historicist strain with the computer
,esthctic which I 980s technology allows.
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Add mood and elegance
botl1 day and night with
internationally selected

" It is a complete integration of works of
the past into a fresh and clear whole ...
a work which expands our view of what
skyscrapers can be. It is hard not to look
at this tower and think again of Root,
Sulliva n, Goodhue, and Hood ... I t is a
design which has learned from the past,
and has carried that knowledge somewhere one could not have imagined going
before."
The Skyscraper concludes that the almost Baroque inventiveness of the 1980s
parallels the spirit of the 1920s, when in
each era the concern has been to enliven
the average building's effect o n the cityscape- when the "spirit" of New York
has won out over that of Chicago. It will
be exciting to sec which "spirit" p revails
in Dallas, Houston, Fort Worth- or even
Midland. Or will Texas cities develop a
totally new "spirit" evident in our own
brand of skyscraper design?
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LIGHf STANDARDS
sand cast from

original molds in
aluminum and
factory assembled
for shipping ,n one
piece for extra
strength and
durabiWty.

--------

Larry Good fa " Dallas architect and a
Texas A1chitect co11trib111i11g editor.
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tapering
and fluted standard of fine
architectural detaifing
which is compatible with
many archrtectural penods.
SIZE: ff7" taN
(withoul Lum,naire)

Raymond Hood: Pragmatism and Poelics
in the Waning of the Metropolitan Era,
with an essay by Robert A . M . Stern,
with Thomas P. Catalano. Institute for
Architecture and Urban Studies and
Ri zzoli I nternational Pub:ications, Inc.,
New York, N.Y. 126 pages, $17.50
(paperback).
Stern er al t race t he roots and evolution of Raymond Hood as "the last great
architect of America's Metropolitan
Era." H ood's claim to fame was his
winning (along with John Mead
Howells) of the 1922 international competition to design the Chicago Tribune
Building ( a competition theoretically
restagcd last year by architects Stanley
Tigerman and Stuart Cohen and art
dealer Rhona Hoffman- sec Texas
Architect, Nov./D ec. 1981 ). Fo r the
remainder of the '20s, Stern writes,
Hood developed into the decade's most
outstanding commercial architect, succeeding like no other of his generation
(188 1-1934) in harmonizing the aesthetic
ideals of public architecture with the
hard pragmatism of commerce. The
monograph features photos and drawings
of some 30 projects and competition
entries designed between 1903 and 1933,
including student work, houses, Rockefeller Center and the McGraw-H ill
Building as well as the Chicago Tribune
Tower and other Gothic tall buildings
that seemed to be Hood's forte.

THE VICTORIAN
Rem,n,scent of the claSS1c

lamps of that opulent era
and yet tastefully
adaptable to present day use.
Elevate with a masonry base
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Paso Texas Othet ongonal modelS and designs are ava,1able ,n Cast Iron Fo, lur1het .,,Ofmat,on, contact

130'IMONl"""AVENU[ [LPASO, ltxAS 7990'2< 91S/S33 973S

ContractGArchitecturalGfroductS
•
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Cowboy artists m useum, K errville.

Cowboy Artists Museum
Under Way in Kerrville
Under construction in Kerrville is a
$3 million museum and national headquarters for The Cowboy Artists of
America designed by the San Antonio
firm Ford, Powell & Carson.
The 15,000-square-foot facility, on a
shady hilltop near the Riverhill Country
Club, will include a main gallery, two
smaller galleries, a library and board
room. The main gallery and a circulation
gallery will be roofed with "boveda"
brick domes handmade by Mexican
craftsmen and similar to the domes in the
ceiling of the firm 's famed Marshall
Steves house in San Antonio. The
museum complex also will include an
amphitheater and artists' cottages and
studios.
The Cowboy Artists of America was
founded in 1965 in Sedora, Ariz., "to
perpetuate the memory and culture of
the Old West as typified by Remington
and Russell; to insure authentic representation of the life of the West, as it was
and is; to maintain standards of quality
in contemporary Western paintings,
drawings and sculpture; and to guide
collectors of American Western Art."

Miles Rowlett was one) and R owlett's
widow, Mrs. Virginia Rowlett.
Tracing perhaps a more historical link
between money and monuments, lecturer
Ernest Connally, an architectural historian from Washington, D.C., noted that
most influential building projects in years
past do not seem to have been reactions
only to the economic impact of the times
but to favorable circumstances in general.
Buildings that have so emerged have
tended to cause sharp cultural changes
through major technological or philosophical advances. And their promoters
have usually been governments, institutions or corporations, although individuals certainly have played what Connally
called "energizing roles of leadership
and discrimination." In these terms,
architecture has transcended its sheltering
function and adopted a symbolic role,
one of glorification- glorification of

News of Schools
Rowlett "monument" and student builders.

Rowlett Lecturers Address
Money, Monuments at A&M
In keeping with the theme of the 1982
John Miles Rowlett Lecture March 26
at Texas A&M, 'iMoney and Monuments: The Impact of Rapid Economic
Growth on Architecture," graduate
students in architecture produced their
own "monument" of sorts, a 13-foothigh cardboard Greek temple in the
lobby of the building where the lecture
was held, complete with classical pediment and four fluted columns. "Money,"
of course, came from the sponsors of
this second annual event, the founders of
CRS in Houston (of which the late John
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Eternity in ancient Egypt, the Church in
Medieval Europe, the Papacy in the
Renaissance, the State in 17th century
France and, in the words of Cass Gilbert,
"the Cathedral of Commerce" in 20th
century America. Connally suggested that
the present challenge is to take wealth to
create an urban order worthy of civilized
use and meaning.
John S. Samuels, 3rd, a Galvestonborn financier and industrialist now living
in New York, reviewed the relationships
between money and monuments in the
Texas context and suggested that 19th
century entrepreneurs produced pacesetting architecture through a background

of enlightened sensitivity. Unlike their
20th century counterparts, these captains
of industry and commerce took risks with
their aesthetics as well as their capital.
Samuels, whose personal interests have
included chairmanship of the New York
City Opera and the Lincoln Center
Theater Company, has had the opportunity to work closely with architects and
the arts. He joined Connally in hoping
for a more sensitive architecture, but
noted that architecture, like poetry, must
be internalized.
It would have been easy for R ichard
Keating, general partner of Skidmore,
Owings & Merrill in Houston, to play
the part of the apologist. Instead, he
moved to identify the architectural re,. sponse to the present dramatic growth in
Texas as one of "formula" and "image."
He suggested that these are largely dictated by exactly the kind of corporate
insensitivity that Samuels described.
Keating expressed a confidence that
within this context there was still great
architecture, although he regretted that
the city was too often seen as a citadel,
the 20th century cathedral as defensible
space. T he professional must still strive
to provide civility as well as order.
In response to the three speakers, John
McDermott, distinguished professor of
philosophy at Texas A&M, reviewed the
American attitudes to city and countryside and described the current situation
as "the enthronement of schlock." The
ensuing discussion was lively and informative for the panel, as well as the
audience, which was composed of students, faculty, professionals and visiting
faculty from schools of architecture in
the Southwest. The panel concluded that
architects must be involved, that education is at least as important as skill
development, and that hearts must be
turned to find meaning in architecture,
not just heads to see spectacle. As American philosopher Ralph Waldo Emerson
said, "T he world is as we make it ..."
- David G. Woodcock

O'Neil Ford Chair
Endowed at UT-Austin
The School of Architecture at the University of Texas at Austin has endowed
its first chair in architecture.
The $50,000 endowment for the
O'Neil Ford Centennial Chair in Architecture, for which fundraising had been
underway since early 1981, will be
matched through UT's share of the
Permanent University Fund.

Texas A rchitect

Roofing• Waterproofing • Equipment and Supplies since 1908

A COMPLETE LINE OF MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT FOR

ROOFING • WATERPROOFING •
ARCHITECTURAL•
DISTRIBUTORS FOR .. .

SUPPLIERS OF . ..
ROOFING ASPHALTS
FELTS
MASTICS, PRIMERS & COATINGS
INSULATION: FIBERBOARD,
URETHANE, PERLITE &
FIBER GLASS
PITCH
GRAVEL GUARD & METAL EDGE
SOFFIT
MANSARD
TEX-CANT STRIP
MARBLE & SLAG
KETTLES, BURNERS & PARTS
CONVEYORS & HOISTS
WATERPROOFING
SIDING
NAILS & FASTNERS
SKYLIGHTS
ROOF HATCHES
SMOKE VENTS
ETC ...

WE FEATURE . ..

OWENS-CORNING FIBERGLAS
CELOTEX
G.A.F.
JOHNS-MANVILLE
BIRD & SON
PITTSBURG-CORNING
KOPPERS
GULF STATES ASPHALT
B.F. GOODRICH
GATES ENGINEERING
W. R. MEADOWS
E. S. PRODUCTS
W.R. GRACE
BUILDEX
INRYCO
SUPRADUR
REEVES ROOFING EQUIP.
GARLOCK
REIMANN & GEORGER
S MITH HOIST
BLACKWELL BURNER
MECHANIZATION SYSTEMS CO., INC.
ROOFMASTER
KENNEDY SKYLIGHTS
REYNOLDS ALUMINUM
PECORA
AND MANY MORE ...

• STATE WIDE DISTRIBUTION
• COMPLETE INVENTORY
• JOB SITE DELIVERY
• COVERED VAN STORAGE
FOUR LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU .. .
RA ILTON INC.
4053 Homestead Road
Houston, Texas 77028
71 3/675-7456
1-800-392-8526

RAILTON INC.
604 Carolina
San Antonio, Texas 78210
512/533-5023
1-800-292-7340

RAILTON INC.
2914 Sea Harbor Road
Dallas, Texas 752 12
214/631-3948
METRO/263-2001

RAILTON INC.
½ Mi. North Chester Park Rd.

Harlingen, Texas 78550
512/ 425-6631

WE ARE MEMBERS OF AND SUPPORT THE . . .
Roofing Contractors Association of Texas
National Roofing Contractors Association
Houston Roofing & Waterproofing Contractors Association
Construction Specifications Institute

Associated Builders & Contractors of Texas
Austin Roofing Contractors Association
Dallas Roofing Contractors Association

"Serving Texas Roofing and Waterproofing Contractors For Over 50 Years"
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period gingerbread, fretwork & gable
treatments • period screen doors,
porch swings & double facing glider
turnings, finals, posts & columns
plain & fancy wood stair parts &
fancy cut cedar shingles • cupboard
& door trim kits & moldings
decorative wood & fibre carvings
wood, styrene & urethane moldings
& brackets • wood, brass & porcelain
bath accessories & swttchplates
cupolas, weathervanes & fauna
faucets • wood & brass house
numbers & letters • cast table bases,
park benches & lamp posts
gargoyles & cenotaphs • steel celUng
& celling medallions

The chair is named in honor of eminent San Antonio architect O'Neil Ford
and is the first teaching chair in the
70-year history of the UT-Austin School
of Architecture.
Vivian Silverstein, director of professional affairs for the UT School of
Architecture, wrapped up the year-long
fundraising campaign, which was begun
under her predecessor, the late Austin
architect Hyder Joe Brown, Jr.
5302Junlus Dallas, Texas 75214 214-827-5111
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June 1-5: "The Renewable Challenge,"
solar technology conference and international exposition in Houston sponsored
' by the American Section of the International Solar Energy Society. The Texas
Solar Energy Society will offer a series
of pre-conference workshops May 29-3 1
covering such topics as daylighting,
photovoltaics, solar access, active and
hybrid solar cooling, biofuels, solar hot
water heating and earth sheltered buildings. Contact Renewable Challenge,
AS/ISES, U.S. Highway 190 West,
Killeen 76541. Telephone: (800) 5315255 (ex. 817), or (800) 252-9146
(ex. 817).
June 1S-18: NEOCON 14, international congress of environmental planning
at the Merchandise Mart in Chicago.
Speakers will include Elissa Makissiemi
Aalto, who will present "A Tribute to
Alvar Aalto," her late husband; Italian
architect Paolo Portoghesi and Japanese
architect Arata Isozaki, who will face off
in a session entitled "East Meets West";
New York Times architecture critic
Paul Goldberger, who will speak on
"Why Modern Architecture Lost Face";
and Philadelphia architect and urban
planner Edmund Bacon, who will address
the NEOCON 14 Conference of Mayors
and lead a city planning workshop. Contact NEOCON 14, The Merchandise
Mart, Suite 830, Chicago, Ill., 60654.
Telephone: (3 J2) 527-4141.
June 23-25: Advanced Non-Stcuctural
Plan Review Seminars on the Uniform
Building Code, sponsored by the Texas
Department of Community Affairs, at
the Texas A&M Extension Service Training Center in San Antonio. Contact Roy
Fewell, Housing and Community Development Division, Texas Department
of Community Affairs, P.O. Box 13166,
Capitol Station, Austin 78711. Telephone:
(512) 475-2431.
Oct. 24-27: "The Maintenance and
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"As shown in Sweets catalog 10.23 PE".

Perma Retractable Fabric Awnings
A Beautiful Way To Save Energy
11·,h have proven that fabric awn ings block out up to

71 , of the sun's direct heat. This lowers room temperatures
liy l'ight to fifteen degrees, therefore reducing air-cond1[1011ing costs considerably.
Tlw PERMA SYSTEM awnings not on ly help to conserve
I•I11•Igy and elim inate glare, they also add beauty and
pIotL•ct drapes, carpets and furnish ings from fading.
I he hardware for retractable fabric awnings from the
l'I KMA SYSTEM line has, for many years, been the most
11 < 1•pted and sought after th roughout energy-conscious
I 111ope and other parts of the world. Since the hardware is
1111clP of the highest quality corrosiorMesistant material, the
l'I KMA awnings are 100% ma intenance-free. The fabric
drn·, not require removal during winter months as al l
l'I RMA awnings feature roll-up construction, which means
th.ii the fabric is protected by either the roof overhang or by
11 11• hood when the awning is ro lled up and not in use.
111 RMA awn ings become more efficient w ith the add iI1111I of a SOM FY electrical ly operated system . This ef111ll'ncy results from the convenience of operating the
" ,,Ipm by the simple touch of a switch.

Maintenance
Rust proof, maintenance-free alum inum hardware; awn ing
fabric and valan ce are interchangeable and eas ily replaced.
Operation
Awn ings can be eith er manua lly o r automatically controlled. Automatic controls have environmenta l sensors
avai lable.
Fabric
Weatherproof polyester fabric ava ilable in a w ide variety of
co lors; fabric treated aga inst mildew and fading and is
water repel lent.

I he advance technology, the high degree of craftsmansh ip and the use of modern materia ls are some of the
reasons why you wil l find PERMA SYSTEM the most sophisticated awning system ava i Iab le in the United States.
For further information, please contact one of the Texas
d istributors listed below.

Dallas Tent and Awning
1815 S. Good Latimer
Dallas, Tx. 75226
(214) 421 -5402
Circle 45 on Reader lnqu,ry Card

Enduro Products by
H endee Ente rprises Inc.
2115 Runnels Street
H ouston, Tx. 77003
(713) 223-8338
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MYRICK • NEWMAN • DAHLBERG & PARTNERS, INC.

Stabilization of Historic and Cultural
It sources," the 1982 Annual Conference
of the Association for Preservation Technology in Banff, Alberta, Canada.
( 0 111.ic Program Chairman T homas
I }lor, c o APT-82, P.O. Box 341,
\\ 1lh,1msburg, Va., 23187. Telephone:
(H04) 299- 1000, ext. 2314.
Nov. 4-6: Texas Society of Architects
l\11n11al ~fceting, Fort Worth. Contact
I ',A, 1400 ~orwood Tower, Austin
01. r elephone: (512) 478-7386.
Nm. 13-14: ISID International Trade
111 '82, homefurnishings market held
the International Society of Interior
I> 1 ncrs, at the Design Center of Los
11 clcs m Los Angeles, Calif. Contact
1111 111,11ional Society of Interior Design' 8170 Beverly Blvd., Los Angeles,
I ,hf, 90048. Telephone: (213) 655-2201
I ( 'i5-2206.

Landscape Architecture
Urban and Development Planning

_______MND
Dallas Office·
5207 McKinney • Dallas. TX 75205-3388 • (2 14) 528-9400

DALLAS •

AUSTIN •

TUCSON
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Granite.

Not-so-pedestrian plazas
for pedestrians.

ews of Firms

I

I h I lou\ton office of Gensler and
lllte~ A rchitects celebrated its tenth
1111vcrs,1ry with a reception at Rice Uni' Hy's Farish Gallery April 29. OrigIn lly established to provid:: interior
,r hllcctural design services for Pennzoil
( ,,mp.in)"s corporate headquarters, the
11 U\ton office has grown under the di1 lion of managing principal Antony
111rhour to become a 95-person regional
11 1 c, one of five in the Gensler or,\ \U\

I louston-based 3D/ lntem ational has
1111iomtcd four new directors to its board:
J mes I Furr, Gil Thweatt, John Pear" uml Richard E. Wainerdi. 3D/ I also
h 1 1011ounced that James E. Pittman,
Jr , hns joined the firm as vice president
111d manager of business development
ror the project management division.
Golrmon & Rolfe Associates in Hous11111 has elected its 1982 corporate offi.
11
Harry A. Golemon, chairman of the
It,, trd and president; Charles Kerner,
x 1:ut1vc vice president; Lynn Hanson,
rctary; and Joe Richards, treasurer.
Au~tin architect Robert Steinbomer
h , rnnou nced the formation of the firm
Hrnfro and Stcinbo mer, Architects, 500-B
I ,~, Six.th St., Austin 78701. Telephone:
1,12) 474-2331.
I he Pierce P artne rship in Dallas bas
moved ts offices to 1920 North Akard,
I) 1ll,1~ 75201. Telephone: (214) 748-8407.
I he Dallas office of St. Louis-based
I lrllmuth, Obata & K assabaum has
11 ,med Wayne Cage director of design

HOUSTON •

'

--

Arch1lect : J oe Karr & Associates. Chicago, IL
S!urr Young , Associate Architect. Oak Park. IL

Architect : M urphy Levy Wurman, Phi ladelphi a, PA
Project Archilect : Vincent Maiello. Philadelphia, PA
•
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SECTION

Granite is the elite paving material for plazas, walkways and mall areas
where a combination of beauty, durability and ease of maintenance is
required.
Granite is a natural building material and it naturally complements the
landscaping portions of your architectural design. A wide selection of features including fountains and seating areas are available to enhance the overall appearance of your project.
For more information, plus a packet of full color literature illustrating our products in use, call toll free
800-328-7038. In Minnesota, call (612) 685-3621 or write
to the address below.
Cold Spring Granite Company,

Dept. c

202 south 3rd Avenue, Cold Spring, MN 56320
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Specifications · Contracts · Manuals
Mailing Lists· Word Processing by Mail
• Word Processing Center
• Word Processing
Consultation
• Word Processing Training

512/479-0582

for the firm's Texas interiors group. As
such, Cage will be responsible for the
design direction and coordination of all
interior design projects coming out of
HOK's Dallas office.
Paul Kennon, FA IA, president and
design group director of CRS, Inc., in
Houston, has been appointed to the board
of directors of the Institute for Architecture and Urban Studies in New York.
Ruth Fuller, former executive director
of the Houston Chapter Al A, has been
named president of The Auden Company,
a firm specializing in placing architects,
interior designers, engineers, construction administrators and other support
personnel in Houston architects' offices.
The El Paso firm Fisher & Associates
,Architects has changed its name to
Fisher, Keirscy, Cordova Associates.
The Odessa firm Covington-SheltonTaylor has changed its name to Covington and Taylor Architects and Engineers.
The Austin firm Dai ley & Wann has
changed its name to Dailey, Wann,
Michael.
Pfluger & Polkinghorn AJA Architects, Austin, has changed its name to
Pfluger Polkinghorn Cline AIA
Architects.

News of Products
Moncrief-Lenoir Manufacturing Company in I louslon has announced plans
lo carry Kynar 500 finishes on all s1ock
building components and wall and roof
panels. The finish will come in eight
standard colors and a variety of other
colors by special order and will be available 1hrough any of Moncrief-Lenoir's
branch offices in Dallas, San Antonio,
Lubbock, Harlingen or Houston. Moncrief-Lenoir Manufacturing Company,
P .O. Box 2505, Houston 77001. Telephone: (713) 225-1441.
Architectural Interiors Services has
been established in Houston as a dealership, warehousing service and installation
company for contract furnishings. Architectural Interior Services, Inc., 7021
Portwest Drive, Houston 77024.
Telephone: (713) 864-8332.
Naturalite in (iarland has introduced
two new skylights, both designed to span
vast spaces and to control expansion and
contraction. The structural vaulted skylight is available in any length and in
widths ranging from IO to 30 feel and
has a four-foot mullion spacing. The
continuous vnulled skylight, also availC,rcfe 50 on Reader /nqv,ry Card
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Attn: Architects, Engineers, Draftsmen • • •
Presenting the
KAO II Auto Draw
Automated Graphics System
from KOH-I-NOOR.
The Koh-I-Noor KAD II Auto Draw is the
most versatile, electronically controlled
lettering and symbol-generating instrument
available from today's microprocessor
technology!

•

• Designed to fit most Drafting Machines
• Estimated to save 30% of time with
improved efficiency
• Authorized service
• Call for demonstration

For a complete line of Drafting,
Architectural, & Engineering Supplies & Equipment •..

" Since 191 O"

Paul Anderson Company
3485 Fredericksburg Rd. • San Antonio, Tx. 78201 • (512) 734-8111
Clfcle 53 on Reader Inquiry Card

Finally,
you have a choice.
Test ours-you may
never use theirs again.
You'll find easy to work with
products that give superior
performance. Our system is a
family of products designed
to work together to
waterproof, restore,
protect, and
__ a
decorate masonry ~~
and concrete.

c~

~

lJ~:rnoo
00u~
Industries Co.

N>stent:

Corp. Offices: 1222 Ardmore Ave.
Itasca, II 60143 (312) 773-2350
For Telex Contact: TAMMS IND ITAS 910 651 2165
Wes!ern Div. : 9920 Flora Vista Ave.
Bellflower, CA 90706 (213) 925-5506
In: Western Europe·Eastem Europe-Middle East-Africa
Contact: Mr. Paul von Wymetal
dzt. P.O. Box 262·A1011 Vienna
Austria-Europe

.\lay/ June 1982
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Co11ti11r1011s vaulted skyligl,t.

C,rcte 55 on Reader tnqu,ry Card

Professional Liability Insurance
At Greatly Reduced Premiums
TSA members now have available a professional liability insurance plan offered by INAX. underwriting subsidiary of the
Insurance Co. of North America.
Now in its second successful
year. the program provides TSA
members with qua lity coverage
at a substantial premium discount.

,.able in any length and widths up to I 0
feet, has a 48-inch mullion spacing. Both
skylights are available in clear, white
translucent, grey and bronze acrylic and
can be single or double glazed. Naturalite,
Inc., P.O. Box 2267, Garland 75041.
Telephone (214) 278-1354.
Ralph Wilson Plas tics Company in
Temple has introduced a "new look" in
cabinetry with its Wilsonart ColorVantage
system, which features 20 cabinet door
designs in solid-color, abstract and woodgrain laminates. The new line, for use
throughout the house (not just in the
kitchen), features molding and side trims,
concealed hinges that allow doors to open
a full 180 d ~grees. and finished cabinet
interiors to eliminate the need for shelf
liners. Ralph Wilson Plastics Company,
600 General Bruce Drive, Temple 7650 1.
Telephone: (817) 821-0162.

TSA has endorsed the program
and has appointed Assurance
Services. Inc. of Aw,tin as administrator.
Please call or have your agent
contact Steve Sprowls or Tracey
f-linn at A~surance Services for
detaib.

Assurances Ser vices, Inc. 12120 Highway 620 North
P.O. Box 26630
Austin, Texas 78755
(5 12) 258-7874
(800) 252-9 11 3

~

Colorllanta,:e cabinet system.
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IIumor by Braden
full
service
to
architects
even if
you're working
at the
eleventh hour

li1wl Buildins

ll h 1ppcn~ to me several times a year, as
I 11 ilil'rc munching my rubber chicken,
•1 1 liil dais at the Annual Chamber of
c 1111 m1L·rce Meeting-one of those nights
In ' 111) other life" on the lecture circuit.
c 111 ,11) right is the rostrum, on my left
I I Ii prc~ident's wife trying vainly to
111 1! • 111c feel at ease in a strange town,
1\11 Braden," she says, "do you do
1111
H ry night-or do you have some
11111.:1 licld of endeavor?"
c lh no and yes," I quickly respond. "I
11ld11 t possibly do this every night and
111 VIVL'" (Everyone knows Chicken Kiev
11 1 cs cancer.) 'Tm an architect."
\\di," says the First Lady, "what kind
11 111 d1itecture do you do?"
' I ill buildings, Ma'am," is my inevi1 ,Iii, 111odest rejoinder.
11 1 eyes widen and she turns to the
111, 1dcnt. "Virgil, did you hear that?
I I 1H' here is an ARCHITECT, and he
11111 ~ I awl Buildins!" Simultaneously,
\ 11 •ii (who is president of the bank as
v 11 ,~ the Chamber) and Irma turn their
11, hack on me, and I feel the trans!111 111,,tion begin to happen once again:
\/11 /1 the Tull Building Macho Mantle of
l/ 11t1</lll' settles around me. There, next to
/ 11,i,1

1111d Vir,?il, appears the archetypical

\A 111 mper Architect. In their vision they
, l,1111, lean and tall, replete with white hard
/1 11 tft,.ee-piece dark pinstripe suit- a roll of
I /,1111 under his arm- standing 011 the Robert"" l>,·ck of the yet 11nfinished 52nd Floor,
I II 111011 & fledges Menthol 100 firmly
n1 111,·d between his lips, his icy blue eyes
/1 111l-111g 011 1 across the city and the prairie
/• 11111d-thinking- "To achieve is to build
,,,, ,\11111!"

I ht· ,pell breaks and Virgil says, "You do
I 1wl buildins, Dave? Well our bank ...."

l1m,1rdly I smile. The marketing plan is
\\ 111king again; I have a prospective client
111 lhc bush. The plan is simple: Banks
li1 11ld tall buildings and bankers are sueul businessmen. So where do you

r~~,

meet successful businessmen if you're
from out of town? On the dais of the Annual Meeting of the Chamber of Commerce, that's where! (This theory is really
nothing new. After all, when 3D/lnternationa l decided to meet some Saudi Arabians they didn't start hanging out at the
First Baptist Church of Waxahachie.)
Every town aspires to have a tall building; it is the American way. Americans
invented the durn things, didn't they? So
I am not surprised at Virgil's interest; it
has happened before. He speaks again:
"Our bank has been thinking about a tall
building for our town." As my inward
smile expands, Virgil reaches to his inside pocket and slowly extracts a tattered,
and many-folded, article torn from the
April issue of Texas Monthly.
"We know we need an architect," Virgil says, looking down at the article. "Do
you know this fellow Philip Johnson or
l.M. Pay?"
Ct's hard to cat Chicken Kiev when
your aura has just been busted. But I survive. I have experienced previous rejection before.
If I were to manufacture a cologne for
REA L MEN, I would no t call it "Brut"
or "English Leather" or "Eau Savage." I
wou ld name it "TAWL BUILDINS."
When amply smeared on your flabby
body, TAWL BUILDINS would immediately cause the female heart to flutter and
inspire envy in other males, providing, of
course, that you always wear a hard hat
and a 3-piece pinstriped suit when you
smoke your Benson & H edges Menthol
100s.
The design of the American skyscraper, like all building types, has its required
areas of special expertise. T he architect
who works in that arena in the speculative
marketplace must know a great deal about
leasing desirables, flexibil ity, and the
three "E"s: efficiencies, elevatoring, and
envelopes. What has been sorely lost in

copying
duplicating
offset printing
graphic layout
enlargements
reductions
binding
pick-up & delivery

etc.
oustin
lubbock
son morcos

ginnyS
(512) 454-6874
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Y1cTORIAN
IINGERBREAD
Hand crafted
solid pine replicas
Now from one sou rce you can
ohtain corbels , fretwo rk , trim,
corner hrackets, porch railings and
more.

A family o( artisans, Anthony and
Son have recreated the intricac ies
of true Victorian Gingerbread. Send
$1.00 for pictorial catalog and price
list. If you arc in Housron , come in
and visit 9:30 - 5:00 Mon.- Sat.
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25 l 5 Morse Stre~t Houston.Texas 770 l 9
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(713) 528-3808
Exclusive sales agent.
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HOUSTO N

ALLE N CENTER

EDWARDW.

BRADSHAW
&.ASSOCIATES,IN<:
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS AND LANDSCAPE CONTRACTORS
9898 BISSONNET BUILDING ONE SUITE 100 HOUSTON, TX . 77036

(713) 988 · 2525
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Calling 11/ Arcjif1cl1 ...

THE GREATEST TH/II THAT
EYEIHAPPEIED TO AWALL!

many creations is the sense of art this
building type needs. Like gun fighters, we
have been notching the facade to create
corners, failing somehow in the process
to corner creativity.
Frank Lloyd Wright believed the skyscraper should cast its shadow on the
ground to be a proper art form. But his
Price Tower design in Bartlesville is only
successful as sculpture, and merely quaint
as functional architecture. As a profession, we should aspire to greater artistry
for these building behemoths, but not to
the point that they fail to earn their daily
bread. Perhaps, as a source of inspiration, we should search out the reason for
the tall building in the first place- not
just to create intensive use of a small
,.piece of land, but to provide the climax
scene for King Kong movies.
There is no way Kong could achieve
the summit of most of today's tall buildings, with their sleek skins totally bereft
of handholds, buttresses, cupolas, pinnacles and such- the "frosting" of earlier
architecture, so to speak. If you wish to
be inspired in your artistry, you have
only to dream of millions of Americans
watching a six-story ape crawl up the
side of YOUR DESIGN clutching Bo
Derck (my personal choice for the next
remake) in glorious dishabille. Give
Kong a hand, fellow architects- think
TAWL, and clutter it up a bit.
Dallas architect David Braden, FA I A , is a
Texas Architect contributing editor.

TOWER is the contract
vinyl wallcovering
distinctively created
and produced in design
and maintenance,
CONTRACT VINYL
exclusively for
WALL COVERING
commercial and
institutional projects.
Offered exclusively in the state of Texas
366 colors in 36 patterns
from the nation's number one distributor.
of deep dimension
textures tor fabrics,
cork, wood, grass,
masonry, leather and
A full sales and service staff in Dallas, San Antonio and Houston
more.
with warenouses containing quality wallcoverings.

TOWER

Ken Deike
Comm ercial Divisio n
ISGO CORPORATION
1237 Conveyor Lane
Dal las. Texas 75247
(214) 634-1313

Ed Tusa, Jr.
Commercial Di vision
I SGO CORPORATION
10530 Senlinel Dr ive
San Antonio, Texas 78217
(512) 657-6868

Bedell Rogers
Commercial Divi sion
ISGO CORPORATION
5809 Chimney Roc k
Houston, Texas 7708 1
(713) 666-3232
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Architect Subscription Card
Please enter the following subscription for the term listed below. Six issues per year.
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ __ __
F i r m - - - - - - - - -- - - - -- - -- - - - --
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Occupation _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ __
School _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ __

Method of Payment
_ 1 year, 6 issues $ 12.00
_

2 years, 12 issues, $21.00

_
_

Payment Enclosed (one extra issue
for saving us billing cost)
Bill Me

Student Rates
_ 1 year, 6 issues, $9.00
_ 2 years, 12 issues, $17.00
Billing Address (if different than mailing address): _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ __ _ __ _ __ _ __
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Ho"" many choices do you have
w hen a roof panel comes in three profiles,
three \Nidths, five different metals,
and 14 colors?

one• Ours. ECl's Architec-

tural Roofing Panels give you a
wonderful world of very attractive
choices. All with real down to
earth advantages.
And all from one source. ECI.
Start with the basics. A roof
that provides trouble-free seNice.
Our integral vertical
water-proofing leg
,~ a full 1¼-inch
t11gh, compared
to the usual 5/s
to ¾-inches.

mits thermal expansion and contraction with no through panel
fastening.
On to aesthetics.
Our choice of profiles includes
a slim rib, one that's tapered, and
a little heftier looking "box" rib.
All offered in a choice of metals

an architectural roof panel, we
can offer you a world of flexibility
plus a complete assortment of
support items including flashings,
hardware and structural shapes.
Write for EC/s Architectural
Roofing and Mansard Panel
brochure. That single act gives
you a world
of choice.

•

~-r,

,-------7

jplus optional embossing}, and
finishes. Choose aluminum, galvanized steel, Galvalume ™, TerneI
Engineered
~I
Components
coated stainless steel, or pure
I L _,..
_ Incorporated
copper.
P. 0. Drawer C, Stafford (Houston)
And the panels, offered in 12,
Our 14 colors range through a
Texas 77477, 713/499-5611
15 or 18 inch widths, are all held choice of natural earth tones,
1I
Manufacturing plants in Houston,
down with our unique concealed to bold contemporary
Texas and Jemison, Alabama
ta,nless-steel clip. A clip that perIn short when you're choosing I Dear ECI:

I
I

Please send me complete information

I on your Architectural Roof System.
I Name

State _ _ z,p _ _

I

_ _ _ _ :::J
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Surewa11·
is taking
thecoas
bystorm
Everywhere you look on the Texas
coast you see SUREWALL"' Surfa
Bonding Cement. Because more
architects and builders arediscov
ing the advantages of concrete bl
construction with SUREWALL'·
Cement. Reinforced with glass fib
SUREWALL(li can withstand 100%
more wind force than conventional
block and mortar construction. An
that's important on the Texas coa
where storm winds have exceeded
100m.p.h, Add that to SUREWALL'
ease of application, low price tag,
and beautiful stucco-like appearance, and you can see why it's so
popular. SUREWALL" Surface Bo
ing Cement from Barrett lndustrie
The revolutionary new product th
taking the coast by storm. For mo
information on SUREWALL • Surfa
Bonding Cement contact:
BARRETT INDUSTRIES
6889 Evans Rd., Rt. 3, Box 211 Bl
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS 78218
(512) 651-6550
1-800-292-5302
SUREWALL® is a registered
trademark of W.R. Bonsal Co.
Circle 61 on Reader Inquiry Card

lb BARRETT
7:1 THE
INDUSTRIE
CONSTRUCT
SOLUTION

~

A ~ew Brand 0f ~
1'1re Retardant

A ttention: Architects and Builders! Osmose

Les s Corros ion : Flame Proof® LHC™

Flame Proof® LH C™ is a new brand of fire
retardant treated wood that is much improved

treated wood, properly kiln dried after treatment, is significantly less corrosive to galvanized metal fasteners at relative humidities up
to 90%. Flame Proof® LH C™ may now be
specified for many applications where the
potential for corrosion has been a limiting factor.
Less Blooming: Surface blooming of fire

retardant chemicals is eliminated because of
the reduced hygroscopicity of Flame Proof®
LHCr~ The wood will remain clean ; no unsightly residues will develop to detract from
the beauty of the wood.
in a ppearance and performance. Flame
Proof® LHC™ substantially reduces corrosion
and hygroscopicity values associated with
conventional interior fire retardants. It offers
more in terms of less restrictions for its use
while providing more in terms of fire protection to wood frame construction. These are
significant advantages to Texas builders and
architects.
Less H ygroscopic: Flame Proof® LHC™

fire retardant treated wood is only slightly
more hygroscopic than untreated wood at
relative humidities up to 90%. Flame Proof®
LHC™ is the first improved fire retardant with
LHC ... low hygroscopicity and corrosion.
Fleme Proof is a registered trademark of Osmose Wood Presen,ing Co. of Am erica, Inc.
LHC Is a trademark of Osmose Wood Presen,ing Co. of America, Inc.
Circle

------ - -• ----- --Flame Proof® LHC™ is now available in Texas.
Call one of these suppliers.

Bowie-Sims-Prange
Treating Corp.
1440 Hutton Drive
Carrollton, TX 75006
214-446-1150
l-800-442-3764(Texas IN-WATS)

Wood Protection Co.
P.O.Box 33376/ 5151 S.Loop East
Houston , TX 77033
713-733-7421
1-800-392-5670(Texas IN-WATS)
62
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ENERGY EFFICIENCY.
It's in the bag. It's in the wall.

-

Restoring an old, run down, energy-leaking building
into a modem, beautiful, energy-efficient building is now
easier than ever before. All you need to remember is that
the Insulation Solution is in the bag. In the Thorowall
Insulating Plaster bag.
Thorowall is the cement-base, fire resistant insulating
plaster brought to you by Thoro System Products , and
designed specifically for exterior wall application .
A Rhodipor product, Thorowall Insulating Plaster is
new to America, but yet an o ld favorite throughout Europe
since its development in Germany nearly 15 years ago.
You see, Thorowall Insulating Plaster features a
perfectly balanced combination of expanded polystyrene
beads, hydraulic binders and chemical additives. Because
of these extremely lightweight aggregates, Thorowall
Insulating Plaster weighs only one-sixth that of plaster with
conventional sand aggregates. Therefore, it puts little stress
on the wall structure to which it's
applied. Because it is packaged in
powder form , it eliminates the need
of fitting boards to special sizes.
All you have to do is add water and
Thorowall lnsulating Plaster is
ready for application . And because
it is a plaster it can be applied by
either a spray gun or trowel . As
easy and as fast as applying stucco.
But the most important thing
is that Thorowall Insulating Plaster comes from us. And
you know us well. We're Thoro System Products, the same
company that has been protecting, beautifying and
waterproofing masonry and concrete, for over 65 years
with such products as Waterplug, Thoroseal and Acryl 60.
And when it comes to making energy-efficient
buildings out of o ld structures, we've got the insulation
solution wrapped up for you in the Thorowall bag.

T he perfect time for insuli!ting a new concrete
building is at the same time the walls are going up.
Meet Thennocurve , the revolutionary insulating
system for new concrete structures that lets you put the
energy efficiency right where it should be. In the wall.
Thermocurve panels are made of two inch thick
cellular polystyrene and have a
unique curved design that allows
them to fit snugly within the wall
forms and position themselves
securely as concrete is poured.
In minutes, Thermocurve
becomes an integral, totally
encased, permanent part of the
wall. A tough barrier against
temperature extremes with a plus
R-9 factor that reduces heat loss by
as much as 75%, without
sacrificing space, beauty, safety or
structural strength.
Thennocurve panels are ideal for basement
walls, where 20% of most heat loss occurs and, of course,
for below- and above-grade poured walls, where
temperature control and protected insulation are an
essential factor. The panels come in three widths for all
standard poured-in-place structures, and can be cut to any
custom size the job calls for, with a simple hand saw.
Additionally, using Thermocurve eliminates about 25% of
the expensive concrete regularly needed.
And even better, Thermocurve is backed by us,
Thoro Syste m Products, the same company that for over 65
years has been protecting, beautifying and waterproofing
masonry and concrete, more and better than anybody else
in the world. And when it comes to building energy
efficiency into new structures, w ith Thermocurve we' ve
put the insulation where it belongs. In the wall.

ThoroMII®

Therfill@Cllrv8*
.. lh.e rmocur•, e is a Registered Trademark of The Thermocun•e Company.

INSULATING PLASTER

arhadipatproducl
·Rhodipor is a Registered Trademark of GebrUder Rhod ius .

©

1981. Standard Dry Wall Products

THORO
SYSTEM
PRODUC1S®

Dept. NAHB 815, 7800 N.W. 38th Street, Miami, Florida 33166
Western Office: 38403 Cherry St., Newark, CA 94560
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THOROS

SYSTEM T..a•a
R)PRODUCTS
Texas Dealers
Best Service Building Mat erials
PO Box 17821
S ,n Antonio, Texas 782 17
':> 12/349-4301

STEWART OFFICE SUPPLY CO.
One of Texas' Leading
Contract Dealers
for Commercial Interiors

Blue Diamond Company

PO Box 15787
0 1llas, Texas 752 15
14 /428-1331

Builders & Contractors Materials Co.
PO. Box 209
Carrollton, Texas 75006
214 446-1 726
Builders Equipment & Tool Co.
() Box 8508
H us1on. Texas 77009
13/869-3491

HERMAN
MILLER

Lynwood Building Material s
' ·u 1 Wes1 Elsmere
ir An1on,o Texas 78201
12 /732-9052

HIEBERT
GF

Featherlite Corporati on
0 Box 355
l 1ene, Texas 79604
il;,/673 420 1
Featherlite Corporation
Box 425
1 t n Texas 78664
12/255-2573
Featherlite Corpo ration
0 Box 357
1umont Texas 7765 1
• "l 727-2334

KIMBALL
LEOPOLD

featherlite Corporation
Box 9977
Paso. Texas 79990
!15/859-9171
Featherlite Corporation
Box 489
1tJbock, Texas 79408
& 763-8202
Foatherlite Corporation
f
Box 991
M ul 1nd. Texas 79702
1684-8041

I oatherllte Corporation
Box 67
n A'lton10 Texas 78109
658-4631

foatherlite Corporation
PO Box 47725
l):,llas, Texas 75247
( 14) 637-2720

I rr/ J1111e 1982

and offering
complete services of
• Facility Planning
• Product Procurement
• Total Installation
• Used Furniture Disposal

• Fixed Asset Managemen
Systems
• Contract Labor Services
• Facility Management
Research and
Education
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More Architects are
specifying EL DORADO
.. . and for good reason,
it's

Installation of 10" El Dorado Velvet Tile, used in a shopping mall, chosen for its ability
to resist high wear and at the same time, blending with and complimenting
surrounding materials and colors. (Shopping mall Buena Park, California).

HEAVY DUTY

INDOOR/OUTDOOR
VELVET TILE
Today El Dorado Velvet Tile is specified far more often
for entrance and high traffic areas. Proven as an all
around floor covering where durability, longer life and
economy for its life cycle cost are factors. Plus a choice
of installation patterns that compliment su rroundi ngs
indoors and outdoors . . . and guaranteed for five years
against surface wear.

A Recycled Product

Specify the one and only. ..

Texas resident agent: E. S. P. Harper & Co./709O N. Abrams/Arlington, Texas/ (817) 460-7043

Send for FREE Catalogs, Specif icat ion Sheets and Sam ples
EL-DO, INC.· P.O. BOX23346, LOSANGELES,CA 90023-(213) 624-0827
Circle 66 on Reader lnqwry Card

Elk Prestique 240 is making ordinary 3-tab asphalt shingles obsolete! Prestique 240 offers the advantages of
a true laminated fiberglass shingle, with a rich look which will appeal to the style t,'Onscious homeowner, but
at an installed p rice thats competitive with ordinary 3-tab asphalt shingles. Prestique 240 installs quicker than
asphalt shingles; they come 3-to-a-bundle for easy handling, and theres no vertical alignment. Theres less
waste with 240; the cut-off from the rake edge can start the next course. The random-cut, three-dimensional
style that makes Prestique 240 handsome, also makes it ideal for reroofing. It goes on over existing roofs
beautifully. In fact, the rougher the surlace, the better Prestique 240 looks! An exciting new
product which will increase your sales and profit margins. Add our 25 year
limited warranty and Class 'A" rating for fire resistance, and its obvious!
(CD£!
Prestique 240 is the new standard in roofing!
~ _,. ~
Ennis, Texas, (214) 875-9b"11 • Stephens, Arkansas, (501) 786-5484
·f\Jscaloosa, Alabruna, (20.5) 758-2752 • Tumpe, Arizona, (602) 831-7399

•I

OIi ~~
f11A1 IP""RIJIC···

PRESTIQUE 240 _ce1:if1LE'.
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DISCOVERY OF MASONRY STRUCTURE.
LAT. N 29°·46'- LONG. W 95°22-

.,
t ••

-

-

produce on a timely basis_. Sought for
· · most major construction performed
at that time. Information relating to· ·
· C?ndition attributed to longevity of
masonry material and building con- these craftsmen and material was
' obtained through Masonry Institute
struction of the highest caiiber, ExPR LIMINARY REPOR,T··
-.Houston-Galveston established third
01 CTOR OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL cavation will 'undoubtedly verify
quarter -20th century:
basic theories a.nd historical in)(P DITION-.
' formation regarding masonry arti· EXCAVATION CONTINUING
UTHWEST QUADRANT~sans of this period.
ON SCHEDULE··
LAND MASS IDENTIFIED AS
'
'
NEXT COMMUNIQUE 18-35-5185
NO TH AMERICAN CONTINENT
S5T3 PALEpNTOLOOIC UNIT··
.... .. . END TRANSMISSION . .. .. .
ure Is some type of amphitheaHISTORICAL READOUT-lcally constructed during the
20th CENTURY MASONS
Masonry lnsUtUIE .
~ late 20th century. As was oriHouston•Galwston
'.
11 thought the outer surface of Organized masons of period thorHalbouty Center, 5100 Westheimer
.
,
Houston, TX. 77056 (713) 629-6024
.
I quality masonry material pre- . oughly trained in their craft.
Apprenticeship
_program
established
ntly a mineral form of calby organization mid-century: Highly
l magne~ ium carbonate. Aside
bv1ous signs of exfolia.tion and . regarded for their skill and ability to .
y 0epoRits of calcium sulfate, to tne outer su:rface is sur- . ' gly m1.tlmal.
CLASSIFIED PS-1 -EXCEPTIONAL FIND

UNIVERSAL DATE:
1 10 5185

I
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#501 Brown Blend, above
# 503 Charcoal Blend, right

The natural look of shakes plus the
safety and lifelong durability of tile
Blended natural colors • fire safe • rugged random
texture • won't wear out • thick rough butts •
maintenance-free • energy efficient • Extruded
high density concrete

«\ LI FETI LETM
'-Jia' Corporation
P.O. Box 21516
San Antonio, TX 78221
5 12/626-2771

New Super SHAKETILE - good for life
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